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NOVA SCOTIA BIRDS 

The Spotting Scope 
The Ash-throated Flycatcher was one of many birds that made 
this past autumn a joy for birders. Many of us were kept busy 
following the rarities, or trying to find them for ourselves. 
Whether your idea of birding is to revel in the coup of a new bird 
for your life list, or to "savour the moment" while sitting in a tree 
on a moonlit night, I hope you're finding the information you 
expect within these pages. If not, let me know! 

Many book reviews and articles were submitted over the past few months. Wow! 
I have never had the luxury of having too much material for an issue, so if you're 
flipping through, and don't see your submission, please, be patient. I dare you, 
that's right, I dare you, to keep making my job so easy! 

If you're so inclined, you may want to start thinking now about nest boxes. Our 
next issue will be well into the breeding season for owls, but you'll still have time 
for putting up boxes for our other native cavity nesters. See the previous issue, 
and the references within for some ideas. What a great way to pass some of the 
long winter days ahead of us. Why don't you grab a kid to help you ... or give the 
job to a kid, and you help her/him! 

Last time, I reported on the proposed introduction of Wild Turkeys in the 
province. The Nova Scotia Bird Society was one of six groups which took a stand 
against this proposal; there were nine groups for it - not surprisingly, all of them 
were hunting organisations. In addition, there were 135 letters of support, 23 
opposed. Superficially, those don't look like good numbers, and if the government 
only went by numbers, we'd be hearing the gobbling some time soon. The 
government has opted to hire a third party to "address ... the ecological, 
disease and nuisance risks of the introduction." 

It should be remembered that the introduction of non-native species is second 
only to habitat loss, as the explanation for the demise of native species. It doesn't 
matter that this proposed introduction is a bird .. .it could be a mammal (such as 
domestic cats, see the article in this issue), insect ( anyone want some more Gypsy 
Moth?), plant (how about some Japanese Knotweed?) or crab ... when a foreign 
species is introduced, whether on purpose or by accident, the integrity of the 
ecosystem changes. A letter to Minister Ernest Fage couldn't hurt. 

The Christmas Bird Counts were about two months ago ... the data are being 
crunched as we speak. We'll have the full report next issue. White-winged 
Crossbills were, and are, showing up at feeders in unprecedented numbers ... l'm 
getting reports of 20+ at feeders, and birds so tolerant of human presence, they 
land on the person trying to fill the feeders. Enjoy it while you can, it's likely that 
this event will not occur again in the near future. 

Good Birding! 
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News from the Nova Scotia Piping Plover 
Guardian Program 
By Anna Mccarron 
Program Co-ordinator 

Honeymoon Island, Florida where some of our piping plovers spend the winter. [Photos Wilfred Yusek] 

Ever wonder where Piping Plovers go in the winter? Like many of Canada's snowbirds of the human species, many 
Piping Plovers spend the winter in Florida. Piping plovers begin migrating in mid-August and early September to 
their wintering grounds in Cuba, the Bahamas, Mexico, and the United States along the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico 
Coasts. Unfortunately, their wintering grounds do not provide a safe haven because they are faced with many of the 
same risks that they face on their summer breeding grounds. Habitat loss, human disturbance and predators are 
among the highest threats wherever and whenever Piping Plovers are found. In Nova Scotia, the Piping Plover 
Guardian Program is about protecting them and increasing their productivity levels on their summer breeding 
grounds. Through banding and international recovery programs, we will learn more about where our birds go in the 
winter, the risks they face during this period, and what might be done to protect them. Last year one banded Nova 
Scotia bird was found in Louisiana, another in Northeast Florida, and another in North Carolina. Already this winter, 
a New Brunswick bird banded this past summer was spotted among a flock of wintering plovers found on 
Honeymoon Island in Florida (see photo). Sounds like a lovely place to dwell about now doesn't it? Thanks to 
Wilfred Yusek, in Florida, for sharing the wintering habitat images! For more information on designated critical 
Piping Plover southern habitat areas visit http://plover.fws.gov/#maps1. 

The Nova Scotia Piping Plover Guardian Program is just one component of the Recovery efforts for the Atlantic 
subspecies of the Piping Plover, Charadrius melodus melodus. Biologists and administrators from federal and 
provincial agencies, and not-for-profit groups throughout Atlantic Canada and Quebec work together to help protect 
and recover this endangered species. Every year they get together to discuss the efforts and the results of the 
previous year and plans for the future. The last meeting of the Eastern Canada Piping Plover Working Group and 
Recovery Team was in early November. A Piping Plover 'working group' within Nova Scotia comprised of Nova 
Scotia Department of Natural Resources biologists, the Canadian Wildlife Service, Parks Canada and volunteer 
guardians will be meeting in February to develop a concerted strategy and open the lines of communication to 
promote more efficient methods of recovery within Nova Scotia. 

New efforts which are being undertaken by the Guardian Program this year include working in conjunction with 
Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources to invite landowners living adjacent to Piping Plover beaches to 
become stewards of their beach to help protect Piping Plovers and their habitat. If you are interested, please contact 
me. 

A Quanerly Publication of the Nova Scotia Bird Society 
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Another new development under the Guardian Program mandate, pending funding support, will be to encompass 
protection measures for another endangered bird - the Roseate Tern. With this new responsibility, the Nova Scotia 
Piping Plover Guardian Program will become the Nova Scotia Coastal Guardian Program. There are currently at 
least four Roseate Tern colonies - one of which is the largest known colony in Canada - encompassing 40% of the 
Canadian population. Individuals like Ted D'Eon and groups like the Wedge Island Rehabilitation Committee, have 
dedicated volunteer time and resources for upwards of 20 years to bring the species back from a zero population to 
150 to 200 nesting pairs in some areas! Their work has involved building nesting boxes, conducting vegetation 
manipulation and deterring nest predators to increase the abundance and productivity of Roseate terns. This work 
will continue under the same direction, only now with some administrative support from the Nova Scotia Bird 
Society's Coastal Guardian program. It is hoped that this project will be a model for other organizations and 
individuals interested in tern conservation in other areas of the region. 

As this part of my tenure draws to a close, I want to give a special thank you to the core supporters of Species at Risk 
preservation through the Nova Scotia Piping Plover Guardian Program: The Government of Canada Habitat 
Stewardship Program for Species at Risk; the Nova Scotia Department of Environment and Labour Youth 
Conservation Corps; the Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources; the James L. Baillie Memorial Fund of Bird 
Studies Canada; the Barrington Municipality; Cape Sable Island Important Bird Area Program; MTT, an Aliant 
Company; Clean Nova Scotia; the Nova Scotia Lifeguard Association; the DesBrisay Museum; and of course, the 
Nova Scotia Bird Society. With continued support from these and other sources, I hope to be back in this space again 
in the spring. Until then, please contact me if you are interested in helping out with any aspect of the Guardian 
program - we can always use your help! Please call (902) 860-1263 or email: plover@istar.ca. Keep an eye or a 
scope out for those banded birds and any other Piping Plovers, come April! n 

1 Editor's note: This URL is currently not operational due to technical problems, but will hopefully be restored in the near future. 

200 I Membership Report 
By Mary Mclaren 

This year we say hello to many new members, and welcome so many of you back to the Bird Society. The numbers 
for 2001 show an increase in overall memberships for the first time in a few years, which is very good news for the 
society. The statistics for the past five years are tabulated below. 

This past winter, we carried out our first membership drive, targeted at those members who lapsed in recent years. I 
am pleased to report that 54 came back to us. We will continue to look for ways to increase our membership 
numbers, as there are ll!ailY birders out there who currently do not belong to the society. If you know of someone 
who enjoys birds and birding, but who is currently not a member, please consider asking them to join us. 

Thanks to Peter LeBlanc for co-ordinating the magazine mailings, and to Bernice Moores for her ongoing assistance. 
Special thanks this year goes out to Marie Moverley for managing the member database over the past few years-her 
assistance has been greatly appreciated. n 

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 

Individual 322 290 294 269 288 

Family 141 119 116 112 111 

Institution 15 14 10 12 16 

Life 17 17 17 17 19 

Exchange 7 7 7 7 7 

Total 502 447 444 417 442 
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Nova Scotia's First Ash-throated Flycatcher: 
More Than Met the Eye 
By Ian McLaren 

On Dec. 1, those who monitor e-mail from NatureNS received a message from Andy and Lelia Dean that they'd seen 
a Great Crested Flycatcher late in the day around an unoccupied house along highway 331 at Voglers Cove. Some of 
us were intrigued by the possibility that it might instead have been an Ash-throated Flycatcher, which breeds in the 
southwestern U.S. and Mexico, but which is occasional in late fall along the east coast. I thought that this might be 
even more likely this fall, since numbers had already been reported on rare bird alerts in coastal states between 
Massachusetts and Virginia. Sylvia Fullerton, Blake Maybank, Eric and Anne Mills, and I were on site early next 
morning. 

After about an hour, we gave up and went off for some less focussed birding at Crescent Beach. Blake and I returned 
to Voglers Cove about 11:15, promising to alert the others if the bird appeared. We grew impatient and wandered 
down the road to the nearby fish plant - surely a promising place for flycatchers. There we met a local resident, who 
turned out to live next door to the house where the flycatcher had been spotted the day before. He informed us that 
he had been watching this strange bird for about two weeks, and that it had appeared earlier that day. Blake wisely 
thought that the bird's past presence was the best guide. He quickly went back to be rewarded by its appearance after 
a few minutes, and immediately recognized it as an Ash-throated Flycatcher. I was within hailing distance and came 
running to add my agreement and take a few photos for the record. The bird then left, but reappeared soon after Eric 
and Sylvia returned to the scene. 

In the field we noted the following diagnostic features. The bird appeared to be in its first-fall (basic n plumage, as 
its primary coverts (and alula?) appeared to have a paler, probably worn appearance. (Also, some photos seem to 
show retained juvenal middle secondaries, distinguished by their huffy outer margins.) It was grayish brown 
dorsally, not brown or olive-brown like some other Myiarchus species. Its throat was off-white and the breast pale 
gray, almost white ventrally, blending gradually into its pale yellow belly. It uttered soft whistles that some 
expressed as "pee-urr"; some later heard it giving "pip" calls, and a video tape by Angus and Stella MacLean 
captured some odd, harsh calls. Certainly the bird had largely molted into its first-winter (basic n plumage. Its pale 
underparts, relatively slender, all-dark bill, and softer vocalizations were enough to convince us that it was not the 
other plausible species, Great Crested Flycatcher. Other, much less likely species, however, had to be considered. 
Myiarchus flycatchers are rated as 'lricky" in field guides that are themselves incomplete and sometimes even 

Fig. l. This Dec. 2 photo illustrates the bird's very pale throat, chest ( exaggerated 
somewhat by front lighting), and belly (pale yellow), its rather small, all dark bill, and 
the paler (gray) cheeks, extending to the nape as a collar. These are all good field 
marks of the Ash-throated Flycatcher. [Photo Ian McLaren] 

misleading. I had brought along Pyle's 
valuable "Identification Guide to North 
American Birds" and some of my loose
leaf files on the genus. A hard copy of the 
URL <http://losbird.org/ 
los_news_l93_00dec3.htm> was 
particularly useful. We noted that the bird 
when seen from below seemed to have a 
dark, expanded pattern on the tips of its 
rufous outer tail feathers, but this was hard 
to see in most positions. That tail-tip 
pattern is generally diagnostic of Ash
throated, but potentially overlaps with a 
similar Mexican species, Nutting' s 
Flycatcher, which has occurred in Arizona 
and California. That species has more 
strongly yellow belly, a browner back, and 
vocalizes · more like a Great Crested. The 
Brown-crested Flycatcher, which 
occasionally wanders from the U.S. 
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Fig. 2. These two photos illustrate the typically slender shape and evenly pale underparts of the Ash-throated Flycatcher. The very pale (huffy) 
tone of the middle secondaries in the left-hand photo suggests that these are unmolted juvenal wing feathers. The dark, "wrap-around" shape of 

· the dark tips of the outer tail feathers on the right-hand photo are typical of this species. [Photos (L) Richard Stem, (R) Judy Tufts] 

Southwest to the Gulf Coast, is larger-billed, has rufous-tipped tail feathers, and its underparts in fresh autumn 
plumage are more like that of the Great Crested. Two other extremely remote possibilities - the southwestern Dusky
capped and the Caribbean (occasionally Florida) La Sagra's flycatchers - could be eliminated by, among other 
features, their lack of much rufous on the tail. 

Despite. what appeared to be a wholly convincing case, some doubts were expressed by other observers on NatureNS 
during the next few days, especially about the possibility of confusion with Great Crested Flycatcher. The following 
series . of photos documents some of the above-mentioned features, and adds some that were not noted in the field. 
These photos leave no doubt about the bird's identity as Nova Scotia's first Ash-throated Flycatcher. · 

Fig. 1 suffices as a portrait of the bird, and also reveals (not noted in the field) the contrast between the paler (gray) 
cheeks, extending as a collar around the nape, and the darker (brown) crown. In Nutting's the brown of the head 
extends through the cheeks, and in Great Crested the darker gray cheeks do not extend back as a collar. (Field-guides 
illustrations are not clear on this distinction.) The photo also shows that the bird often did not have the particularly 
slender form emphasized for Ash-throated in field guides, which apparently concerned some observers. However, 
Nova Scotia in early December is not Mexico, and it is hardly surprising that the bird's plumage was often fluffed 
out, and that it was sometimes "hunched up" as if uncomfortable with unaccustomed cold. The bird did at times 
adopt its more expected shape, as in Fig. 2. Judy Tufts' photo is the best available to show the pattern of dark 
pigment on the tips of the outer tail feathers. Richard Stem's photo shows the apparently pale, huffy margins of the 
middle secondaries, probably unmolted juvenal feathers. 

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the very washed-out tone of the bird's underparts in varied lighting conditions. Some 
observers worried about field-guide warnings of about faded Great Crested Flycatchers. However, most birds, 
including flycatchers, have worn plumage at the end of the breeding season, and fresh plumage is formed in summer 
and autumn. Although young Great Cresteds may have paler yellow bellies than do adults, even in worn late spring 
plumage they always show marked contrast between the dark breast and paler belly (Fig. 3). 

Finally, one important feature of Great Crested (but not other Myiarchus species) is that the innermost secondary 
feather has a pale outer margin that is wider than the margins on the other inner secondaries. (This is well illustrated 
in the National Geographic field guide, but not well shown or described in Sibley's book.) We saw in the field that 
the inner secondary did not have a wider pale margin, but a puzzle came to light in the photos (see cover and Fig. 4). 
On Dec. 2, the bird's innermost right secondary was missing, whereas in Judy Tufts' photo taken Dec. 4, both inner 
secondaries are present. Furthermore, video footage by Angus and Stella MacLean indicates that the feather was 
missing on Dec. 3 as well. It is difficult to understand how the inner secondary on Dec. 2 became overlapped during 
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two days through ,some contortion of flight 
feathers. Yet it is much less probable that two 
different birds were involved or that a molted 
feather was replaced by a fully grown one 
two days later. Dr. Thomas Grubb, feather
growth expert at Ohio State University, 
informs me that such a feather would only 
grow at 2-3 mm per day. 

Numbers of birders were able to add this 
species to their Nova Scotia lists during the 
next few days, but it was not reported after 
Dec. 7. An unprecedented total of 20 
individuals wandered to the East Coast this 
autumn (from survey of RBAs on the 
BirdEast web archives). Prior to December, 
nine birds had been sighted, all from 
Massachusetts south. After this, of 12 
individuals, in addition to ours, one was in 

NOVA SCOTIA BIRDS Volume 44, Issue I 

Fig. 3. This out-of-habitat GREAT-CRESTED FLYCATCHER was photographed 
on Sable I. June 12, 1973. Note the sharp contrast between the dark gray breast and 
(yellow) belly. [Photo Ian McLaren] 

Maine up to 18 Dec. and four in New Brunswick from Dec. 3 - 25 . .It might be speculated that this flurry of 
latecomers in Maine and the Maritimes included some that had earlier been further south, and had continued their 
misoriented, and doubtless fatal, travels northeastward. 3l 

Fig. 4. On Dec. 2, in the only back-on photos obtained (see also cover photo) the right inner secondary (tertial) feather was missing (compare 
with left side). Two days later, the feather was present. Note that the pale margins of all three inner secondaries are of equal width. This is one 
of several features eliminating Great Crested Flycatcher) as a candidate (it has a notably broader margin on the inner secondary). [Photos (L) 
Ian McLaren, (R) Judy Tufts] 

Birding Tip 
By Barbara Hinds 

When bird watching, remember that the temperature at the seashore in winter is always much colder than the temperature inland, 
so dress accordingly in windproof gear and keep the heat in. 

A Quarterly Publication of the Nova Scotia Bird Society 
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Spring 'North American Migration Count' - I I May 2002 
To all birders, feeder-watchers and anyone interesting in counting birds: 

The eleventh annual NORTH AMERICAN MIGRATION COUNT (NAMC) gets underway with the Spring count on Saturday, 
11 May 2002. This is the second Saturday in May. 

Believe it or not this is a special anniversary for this count. NAMC 2002 will mark the tenth year of provincial participation for 
many who have supported this continental project over the years. Special kudos go out to all those original volunteers who 
helped Bev Sarty ( who was the Provincial Co-ordinator for the first two years) get this count off the ground back in Spring 1993 
and are still participating, and to the rest of you who have contributed since, my sincere thanks. 

Those wishing to participate in this year's Count are reminded to keep this day open on your calendar! While you may be 
looking at a wintry outdoors as you read this, keep in mind Spring is only a few months away (such a comforting thought). Start 
planning for NAMC 2002 now. Circle May 11 on your calendar. 

Please contact your local county co-ordinator, area representative, or me, the provincial co-ordinator (see below), for more 
information if needed. All are welcome to participate, no fee involved. J:t 

Judy Tufts 1-902-542-7800; tandove@ns.sympatico.ca 
N.S. Co-ordinator for NAMC 

NS Bird Society Annual Out-of-Metro Meeting 

Amherst, 04 - 05 May 2002 

Guest Speaker: Kate Bredin, Biologist with the Atlantic Canada Conservation Data Centre, located at Mount Allison University. 
Kate will speak about the CDC with emphasis on the data set for Nova Scotia birds (endangered species). The meeting will be 
held on Saturday night; May 4th, in Salon A at the Wandlyn Inn in Amherst, 8:00 p.m. 

Field Trip: Sunday 05 May. Amherst Point Bird Sanctuary, with Al Smith (506) 536-0164 Email: alsmith@nbnet.nb.ca. Meet at 
9:30 a.m. at the Amherst Point Bird Sanctuary parking lot. Folks should bring a lunch - we will spend the morning in the 
Sanctuary, return to the parking lot for lunch and after lunch walk down to the edge of the John Lusby Salt Marsh and finish by 
2p.m. 

For people intending on staying at the Wandlyn Inn, mention that you're a Nova Scotia Bird Society member to get the discount 

rate of $75.00. The Wandlyn Inn phone numberis 902-667-3331. 3:l 

Federation of Nova Scotia Naturalists 
Conference and Annual General Meeting 
Rosaria Centre 
Mount Saint Vincent University, Halifax 
May 31 - June 2, 2002 

Birder's Alert! The Nova Scotia Bird Society is hosting the 2002 Annual General Meeting of the Federation of Nova Scotia 
Naturalists. There will be a Friday evening speaker, many displays and a wine and cheese reception at Mt. St. Vincent 
University on May 31st to launch the conference weekend. 

Our Changing Environment-the Good, the Bad and the Ugly 
How climate/environmental changes are affecting the plants and animals of Nova Scotia 

Saturday and Sunday will feature speakers and field trips. We hope that birders and other naturalists from across the province 
will plan now to attend. If you would be willing to help with any aspect of the conference, please call Joan Czapalay (902-422-
6858) or e-mail joancz@ns.sympatico.ca. Our thanks to others who have already offered to help. Watch for complete 
information and registration forms at upcoming meetings of the NSBS and meetings of other Naturalists' groups across the 

province. 3:l 
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200 I Puffin OfThe Year Award 
By Gisele d'Entremont 

Each year, one of the most pleasant duties of the 
President is to present the "Puffin of the Year" to one 
of our members who has made a significant 
contribution to the Society and to the furthering of its 
goals. 

Some of the credit for this year's recipient's lifelong 
interest in birding must go to her parents and to one 
of those happy circumstances that so often affect our 
lives. During the summer prior to her birth, this 
person's parents worked as lightkeepers on Baccalieu 
Island, in Trinity Bay, Newfoundland. Her mother 
spent many summer evenings watching Atlantic 
Puffins moving in and out of their burrows amongst 
the rock crevices. In later years, the relating of these 
pleasant memories stirred something that has yet to 
diminish in her daughter's heart. 

Our award winner remembers her first Bird Society 
field trip in the early/mid 80's looking for late winter 
birds along the Eastern Shore with Joyce and Don 
Purchase. A group of beginning birders also started 
around this time going out most weekends with 
Fulton Lavender. It was a wonderful opportunity to 
learn and also to foster friendships. 

This person has been on the Executive of the Bird 
Society on two occasions: as a Director for three 
years between 1991-1994, and as Treasurer since 
October, 1997. She is starting her 5th 'year as 
Treasurer this evening. By now, all of you are aware 
of whom I am talking about. Yes, of course, it is 
Bernice Moores. 

Bernice has done a superb job of looking after our 

Volume 44, tssue I 

financial affairs. She is very thorough and extremely NSBS President Gisele d'Entremont (L) presenting the award to Bernice. 
competent. It was on her initiative that the NSBS [Photo S. Levy] 
applied for and was granted Registered Charity status 
in October, 1998. This made us eligible for an HST rebate. Bernice has also taken on the responsibility of looking after 
the finances of a couple of our projects including the NS Piping Plover Guardian Program, and The Brothers Islands 
IBA grant. 

Over the years, Bernice has taken on a variety of tasks on the Society's behalf. In the early 90's, she organized the guest 
speakers for our monthly meetings, and passed along a well organized file of possible speakers and suggested talks. 
Also, around this same time for several years, she helped organized the Wine And Cheese for the AGM. Bernice 
presently posts our programs and field trips on NatureNS. She is presently on the Board of the Halifax Field Naturalists 
and is a member of the Federation of Nova Scotia Naturalists. 

Bernice has earned this award through her actions. She generously contributes her time, commitment and skills in 
support of our Society and in support of natural history activities. 

It is a great pleasure to present this year's "Puffin of the Year" to Bernice Moores. ll 
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Cape Sable Forest 
By Betty June Smith 

Cape Sable, Nova Scotia 
43 ° 23' N, 65° 37' W 

September 8, 2001. Wind SW 20 kph. Cool. 

After two days of good, hard work on site, a six-person crew 
stood back to admire the fruits of all their labour - a chest
high, 120 foot long fence enclosing a big rock and the seven 
spruce that now make up the entire tree population of Cape 
Sable. The last Ice Age depressed our coast, and the stumps of 
the drowned forests still stand firmly rooted at the low tide 
line. There are no signs that Cape Sable, an islet at the 
southern tip of Nova Scotia, was reforested. Separated from 
the mainland by a narrow tidal channel, it is three miles long, 
crooked and narrow, with heavy marram grass on the high 
dunes, weeds, field grasses and shore plants, but no trees. 

In the 1960's the lightkeepers, Benjamin and Sidney Smith 
and family, transplanted young trees from islands with similar 
harsh weather conditions to the shelter of the Big Rock, 
fencing them in with mostly driftwood material: a sturdy 
fence that would stand up against the rubbing of free-roaming 
sheep, a pony, and cattle. 

When the tops of those first plantings grew above the shelter 
of the fence and rock, where the salty gales reached them, 
they stopped growing up and became thick and bushy. From 
the first, common songbirds and strays alike favoured this 
spot and birders made a point of checking it out. Eventually, 
Nova Scotia Birds printed a record for the "Forest", and the 
name has stuck 

While the lightstation was staffed, keepers kept up the fence, 
and since then (1986) birders and other friends have 
maintained it as best they could with materials from the 
abandoned station, and driftwood; all this help is much 
appreciated, but time, weather and wiggling-in sheep have had 
their way. With the designation of the Cape Sable Important 
Bird Area, Grant Milroy of the Local Action Committee set 
out to get a new and larger fence; plans were made, posts, 
stringers and hardware were bought. 

Though close to the mainland, Cape Sable is hard to reach on 
such a project. On the northern (landward) side, it is often 
windy, the water choppy, with winding channels through 
sandbars and at low tide, wide tidal flats prevent easy reach of 
firm ground. The "landings" are wherever your boat touches 
shore. From the landing spot nearest to the mainland, the work 
site was almost a mile away across flats and dunes - too far to 
carry so much heavy material when time was short. To land 
closer to the site, a day of calm sea at high tide was needed. 

To start, Sid trucked the material to the wharf/landing at The 
Hawk, and with volunteer help, boated it to the Cape's 

The new fence. [Photo Betty June Smith] 

landward shore, where they awaited that calm day. Then he 
re-boated it out The Hawk Inlet and south of the Cape to a 
beach near the Forest - again, with volunteer help: Grant and 
Joyce Milroy, Clyde Stoddart, and a birder, Ralph LeBlanc of 
Moncton, who was serendipitously at the wharf when the 
crew, setting out for Cape Sable, kindly invited him to go 
along ... he worked hard and like most visitors was thrilled by 
the beauty of the area in general and the Cape in particular. 
While Sid boated the final load around, Joyce and Grant 
carried the heavy pieces in over the beach dunes to the site! 
That day a start was made at actually building the fence. 

Day 2: Grant and Joyce, Sid and Betty June, and new 
volunteers Francis and Judy Atkinson put in a busy day with 
tape measures, maul and a rickety bench for Grant on the 
fencepost-driving job, hammers for the ladies and little time
saving inventions by chief engineer Joyce; a chain saw for 
cutting the posts to variable lengths as needed, and for shaping 
the tips. Moments of Panic - running out of nails (found some 
more); forgot to put in a gate (the best spot was still 
available); ran out of wood! ( close, but we made it). 

And then, we were done, with the trees safely enclosed behind 
the fence and the firmly-buttoned gate; the Forest awaits 
further transplants of local spruce, and more little winged 
visitors, perhaps badly windblown, needing the shelter. 
Perhaps the birds will be surprised that the old mossy boards 
are gone, but the fog that is even now blowing over the clean 
new boards will soon encourage new moss to grow, and the 
new trees will make more shelter for, we hope, many new 
birds. ll 
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Owl Nest by Moonlight 
By Bernard Forsythe 

Birding sometimes drags a bit during 
March. Our winter birds have been carefully 
looked over and it will be several weeks 
before the northward spring migration 
reaches Nova Scotia. An exception involves 
owls, as another nesting season has begun. 
What is it like to visit an owl nest alone at 
night, climb the nest tree, and look into the 
nest? One such visit to a Barred Owl 
nestbox several years ago is still near the 
top of my birding experiences. 

In mid-March of that year, a couple of feet 
of snow covered the ground under an inch or 
more of fresh powdered snow. After the 
evening drive to Peck Meadow Road near 
Black River Lake, Kings Co., it was 
necessary to park and walk to the nest site. 
There are no houses at this end of the road, 
therefore it is not plowed in the winter. The 
temperature hovered around O °C with no 
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BARRED OWL. [Photo Bernard Forsythe] 

wind, creating perfect conditions for a snowshoe hike. A full moon was rising over the meadow beside the nearby 
brook. Powdered snow sparkled in the moonlight while the surrounding woods were illuminated in various shades of 
grey. There would be no need for another source of light to travel. 

The soft swish of my snowshoes was the only sound breaking the silence of the mile hike before the tum onto an old 
woodroad leading to the nest. Soon, this road narrowed to an overgrown path. Alone at night, the mind wanders. Grey 
shadows of leafless maple branches reach out across the snow to enclose one's drifting thoughts. Relief came when I 
spotted an old landmark. The near dead pine tree stood against the moonlight, towering over the younger trees below. 
With this giant to my back, it was easy to find the spruce covered slope bordering a hardwood swamp where Barred 
Owls.have used my nestbox for many years. 

The nestbox is 30 feet up in a mature red spruce beside the swamp. With snowshoes removed, I began the climb. A stop 
was made on a large branch just below the nestbox. More than an hour had passed since I had left the world of making
a-living. It was time to savour the moment. The previous June, while I rested on this same branch, the garbled song of a 
Canada Warbler came from the dark swamp below. A few squeaks from me brought the warbler shooting up from the 
shadows and onto my branch· almost at arms length. Glaring at me through yellow spectacles, its incessant chip notes 
told me I was not wanted h.ere. Hopefully it had spent the winter safely in a similar swamp in South America and was 
beginning the return trip to the cinnamon fems now resting below the snow cover of his Nova Scotia summer home. · 

HOOHOOA W cut through the night air from a neighbouring tree. All my senses jumped to full alert. A large grey form 
floated past me on broad wings into the spruces. Next came a marvellous penetrating duet of hoots, cackles and hyena
like barks. The hairs on the back of my neck bristled as my grip on the branch tightened. A unique wilderness 
experience near to home. Remembering the object of this trip, I returned to the task at hand. My flashlight beam into 
the nestbox revealed a neat nestcup dug in the shavings with a soft owl feather as a lining. There would be eggs to 
count on my next visit in early April. 

Nest visits should be short so the climb down was swift. With snowshoes back on and mind racing, my tracks to the 
nest helped guide me on the return trip. The male owl followed part way, periodically giving a series of low pitched 
hoots identifying his sex. The moon was now almost overhead, helping me to commit the high of this evening to lasting 
memory. At the meadow near my car I paused to reflect on sparkling snow crystals under moonlight, grey shadows, tree 
climbing, Canada Warblers, but mostly courting Barred Owls at one's nestbox. How could birding in March be better 
than all this? l::t 
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Tanager Trio 
In late November, Randy Lauffreceived word that first a SUMMER, then a WESTERN, and finally a SCARLET TANAGER were all coming 
to mountain ash berries in Rose Anne McMullen's backyard in Canso Town. Two of these birds were photographed by local birder Stephen 
Bushell, but only the Scarlet remained when Blake Maybank, Ian McLaren, and Eric Mills went to savour these and other Canso delights Dec. 
6. Although all three species had once before been "ticked" by some observers on a single day in Shel. Co., after the large bird "fallout" of 
Oct. 11, 1998, they have surely seldom if ever been seen simultaneously in a single garden anywhere in Canada. 

WESTERN TANAGER [Photo Stephen Bushell] 

SCARLET TANAGER [Photo Ian McLaren] SUMMER TANAGER [Photo Stephen Bushell] 
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Weather Summary -Autumn 200 I 
By Larry Bogan 
Cambridge Station, N.S. 

Sunny and Warm are the words to describe autumn of 2001. We had 40% more bright sunshine than we should expect and the 
average temperature for the whole period was 1.4 °C higher than normal. The total precipi~tion of the three month period was 
average but unusual in that none of it was snow. A typical November will have about 13 cm of snow in the Valley. Autumn 
precipitation is also of interest because the summer of 2001 was so dry. All of this is obvious when the weather statistics for the 
season are compared with the 40 year average (Table 1). 

Table 1. Weather Statistics for Autumn 2001 from the Atlantic Food and Horticultural Centre Kentville, N.S. The 40 year 
average in parentheses follows the season average. 

Mean 
Temperature (0 C) Rain Fall (mm) Bright Sunshine (h) 

September 16.0 (14.5) 77.4 (93.4) 233 (163) 

October 10.8 (9.1) 139.3 (105.7) 213 (138) 

November 4.8 (3.9) 100.7 (116.4) 74 (73) 

SEASON 10.6 (9.2) 317.4 (315.5) 520 (374) 

Precipitation: During a two day period around October 16, 87 mm of rain fell on Kentville which is equivalent to 3/4 of the 
total rainfall for the summer and 4/5 of all the rain for the month (Figure 1). Most of the rest of the rainfall for that month 
occurred on one other day, October 23rd. The same, very uneven rainfall occurred in September with just two heavy rainfalls 
producing the 93 mm rainfall for that month. November had below average rainfall with a long dry period ( only 8 mm rain) 
from the 12th through the 27th. 

Temperature: Frost was very late in coming this fall in the Valley (Figure 2). It was not until the end of October when the 
overnight temperature dropped below O °C and not until November 12th when the daily mean temperature was below freezing. 
All of the months had above average mean temperatures to produce 1.4 °C above average temperature for the season. 

Sunshine: The warm autumn was due in part to the above average sunny days in September and October. In September there 
were 15 days (half the month) with more that nine hours of bright sunshine and only four days with fewer than four hours. 
October had 16 days with more than eight hours of bright shine. In contrast November which had near normal sunshine hours 
appeared dreary since it had 20 days with fewer than three hours of bright sunshine. 

Ponds that normally have high water going into the winter now show low or zero water levels, which will affect our fish and 
amphibians. Some birds delayed their migration due to the warmer than average weather here in the north. The soaring pilots of 
Nova Scotia were still flying into the first week of December; the increased winds of late autumn provided ridge lift over the 
North Mountain of the Annapolis Valley to lift the hawks and sailplanes in their flights along the ridges. ll 
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Figure 1. Daily precipitation for Autumn 2001 from the 
Atlantic Food and Horticultural Centre Kentville, N.S 
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Figure 2. Daily temperature (mean and range) for Autumn 2001 
from the Atlantic Food and Horticultural Centre Kentville, N.S. 
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Seasonal Reports 

Loons and Grebes 
By Susann Myers 
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Large autumn flocks of RED-THROATED LOONS in Nova Scotia are seen only in Northumberland Stait. This photo includes 23 such birds, 
only a fraction of the gathering of 70-120 off Waterside PP, Pict. Co., during late October and early November. [Photo Ken McKenna] 

The main movement of RED
THROATED LOONS occurred in 
October; the only earlier sighting was of 
two in breeding plumage at Grand Pre, 
Kings Co., Sept. 21 (RBS). The largest 
concentrations were reported as usual 
from Pict. Co., where numbers 
increased from two at Big I., Oct. 8, to 
large gatherings at Waterside PP: 70, 
Oct. 21 & 27; 85, Nov. 3; and a high of 
120, Nov. 5 (KJM). Although none 
remained at Waterside PP Nov. 10 
(KJM), a few were still being seen at 
Big I. Nov. 28 (MAB). Single birds and 
small groups were seen around the 
province in late October and November, 
including: four at Evangeline Beach, 
Kings Co., Oct. 27, one of which was 
still in alternate plumage (JCT); 15 at 
Seal I., Oct. 27-28 (BLM, 1AM, JOW); 
six at CSI, Nov. 4 and "lots" there Nov. 
10 (MUN); and some at Grand Pre, 
Kings Co., on and off through 
November (RBS). Only one report was 
received of COM. LOONS still with 
young; this was a family with two "half
grown" young at Boot L., Anna. Co., 
Sept. 14 (Barbara Ruddock). Three pairs 
were seen lingering on fresh water in 

late October or early November, in 
scattered locations. The majority of 
reports however, were of individuals 
and small social groups which had 
moved to salt water, mainly along the 
Atlantic coastline. Early sightings . were 
of 15 at Aspy Bay, Vic. Co., Aug. 7 
(BLM) and six at Kennington Cove, CB 
Co., Sept. 4 (SEM). Reports from Brier 
I. were of four at West Light, Aug. 19 
(LAL, AOL, PAC), three off South 
Point, Sept. 2 (RBS) and two calling at 
Gooseberry Cove, Nov. 5 (June Swift). 
Regular sightings occurred in CB and 
Hfx. Cos., but the largest concentrations 
were noted in November, with 15 seen 
from CSI, Nov. 4 (MUN) and 50 
between Portuguese Cove and Chebucto 
Hd., Hfx. Co., Nov. 9 (FLL, Hans 
Toom). No major migratory flights were 
reported 

PIED-BILLED GREBE sightings often 
dwindle after September as ponds and 
marshes begin to freeze, but the most 
numerous reports throughout the 
province this year were from October 
and November. The earliest was of 20 at 
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Belleisle Marsh, Anna. Co., Aug.I 
(BLM), followed by reports from Y ar. 
Co. of a family group (two ads., five 
imms.) at Argyle Hd. Marsh, Aug. 9 and 
14 at Goose Creek Marsh, Aug. 24 
(PRG). The only September sightings 
were at Harris Pond, Kings Co., where 
RBS saw a pair Sept. 5 and JCT 
reported regular sightings of a single 
bird until Oct. 26. Single birds were 
observed at several locations in Yar. 
Co., Lun. Co. and HRM in October and 
November, and at Seal I., Oct. 25-28 
(BLM et al.). The only CB reports were 
from CB Co.: five were seen at 
Schooner Pond by ALM and CAM, Oct. 
7 & 10, increasing to 10 there (possibly 
two family groups) and two at Florence, 
Oct. 11. In HRM, a single bird was 
well-observed at Sullivans Pond, Nov. 
12-18; birds seen by various observers 
at Bissett L. throughout November 
included four, Nov. 4 (DAC) and two 
still present Nov. 29 (1AM). Hopefully, 
the greater number of reports this year 
reflects increased numbers of these 
secretive birds. HORNED GREBES 
were sparsely reported, with the earliest 
sightings from Pict. Co.: KJM observed 
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five at Big I., Oct. 8 and 16, Oct. 21. 
Scattered birds were then seen through 
late October and November, including 
several at Taylors Hd. PP, Hfx. Co., 
Oct. 26 (MAB) and six at Sober I., Hfx. 
Co., Oct. 28 (KJM). The only sighting 
reported from Mira Gut, CB Co., was of 
a single bird, Oct. 29 (ALM, CAM), 
surprising at a site that is a favourite of 
this species. Two at Kennington Cove, 
CB Co., Nov. 18 (SEM) were more 
usual; this cove, with deep water and 
pounding surf, is favoured by Red-
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necked Grebes and sees only small 
numbers of Homed. Sightings further 
south were of one at Brier I., Oct. 21 
(TEP), two off Kings Co., Nov. 9 
(DOU) and one at Pinkneys Pt., Y ar. 
Co., Nov. 12 (PRG). The latest report 
was of one at Pomquet Hbr., Ant. Co., 
Nov. 24-25 (BLM). The earliest RED
NECKED GREBE reports were of three 
at Sober I., Hfx. Co., Sept. 3 (KJM) and 
one at Louisbourg Hbr., CB Co., Sept. 4 
(SEM), all in alternate plumage. Small 
groups were seen at scattered locations 
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through the fall: two at Lower Rose 
Bay, Lun. Co., Sept. 27 (JAH); nine off 
Kings Co., Nov. 11 (DOU); two at 
Pinkneys Pt., Yar. Co., Nov. 12 (PRG); 
and eight at St. Georges Bay, Ant. Co., 
Nov. 24 (BLM). The largest 
concentrations were found in northern 
areas of the province, with 40 at Sober 
I., Hfx. Co., Oct. 28 (KJM) and 25 at 
Kennington Cove, CB Co., Nov. 18 
(SEM).ll 

Tubenoses Through Cormorants 
By Blake Maybank 

The only N. FOLMAR reported were 
two in Lobster Bay, Yar. Co., Nov. 28 
(RSD). Certainly they were in the Bay 
of Fundy before then. GREATER 
SHEARW ATERS were very common 
in the Bay of Fundy, as is normal, and 
RBS enjoyed a fly-past of "lots" from 
Brier's Northern Pt., Sept. 2, and there 
were 1,000+ on a pelagic trip, Aug. 4 
(BLM). SOOTY SHEARWATERS 
remain an enigma in the Bay of Fundy. 
On whale-watching trips they are 
typically heavily out-numbered by 
Greaters. For example, BLM saw but 
two on the same trip when 1,000 
Greaters were recorded. A day earlier, 
however, from the Northern Light, 
there were 150 Greaters and 50 Sooties 
noted (BLM). The only MANX 
SHEARWATERS reported were 12 
from Northern Light, Aug. 4 (BLM). 
The only oddly placed Leach's 
Storm-Petrel was a bird at Eel Brook, 
Yar. Co., Oct. 6 (GDE, RSD). 

We haye a snapshot of N. GANNET 
migration, when DHY noted up to 600 
an hour moving south past Little Hbr., 
Nov. 11, although this may have been 
only a local movement, as events in 
December revealed (stay tuned). Large 
schools of herring along the south shore 
resulted in local feeding frenzies of 
gannets, such as the hundreds seen by 
DJC off Lockeport Crescent Beach Oct. 
30. On his regular visits to Brier, RBS 
saw hundreds from shore throughout 
the autumn, and reports from the water 

GREAT CORMORANT. [Photo Ian McLaren] 

indicate that gannets were present on 
the Bay of Fundy in good numbers 
through the autumn. 

, There is little concrete to report 
regarding the abundant DOUBLE
CRES TED CORMORANT. No 
migrant passage was noted, but most 
left the province regardless. MCN was 
intrigued by a late, imm. bird at Sandy 
Bottom L., Anna. Co., Nov. 11-13. He 
saw it first on a rock, and then was 
surprised when it flew and perched 25 
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feet up in a White Pine. This is odd, but 
not unprecedented, behaviour. As with 
Double-crests, there were few 
significant GREAT CORMORANT 
reports. More than 300 flew south past 
Seal I., Oct. 27-28 (BLM, 1AM), in 
unmixed flocks. BLF, who ranges more 
widely in Kings Co. than most, had an 
imm. bird on Silver L., Nov. 18. This 
was but his second-ever sighting for the 
county. Jl 
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Herons and Vultures 
By Richard Knapton 

According to local birders, CATILE 
EGRETS are regular, sometimes in 
numbers, every autumn around Canso. This 
one appeared on the town's baseball field 
in late October, where it found a supply of 
tasty dew worms. [Photo Stephe Bushell] 

There were about a dozen reports of · 
AM. BITTERNS from scattered 
locations in the province from Pict. Co. 
south and west, mostly involving single 
birds, which is about the same number 
of sightings as last fall. Two in a small 
marsh alongside a road to Churn near 
Overton, Yar. Co., Sept. 16 were 
reported as an ad. and a juv. (HHH). 
Most had left by mid-October, but one 
late individual was reported at Bissett 
L., HRM, throughout November, last 
seen Nov. 30 (FLL, Hans Toom). 
GREAT BLUE HERONS were reported 
widely throughout the province and 
throughout the season, with a movement 
of birds from the north and east towards 
the south and west during November. 
As in previous years, significant 
concentrations occurred at several 
traditional locations in the province. 
Some gatherings included 10 at 
Belleisle Marsh, Anna. Co., Aug. 1 
(BLM); 28 at Dominion, CB Co., Sept. 
9 (RWK); 30 at Waterside PP, Pict. Co., 
Oct. 8 and 14 there Oct. 21 (KJM); 28 at 
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Three Fathom Hbr., HRM, Sept. 30 
(1AM et al.); 32 at The Hawk, Sept. 21 
(MUN et al.); and 34 throughout 
September at Morien Bar, CB Co., 
decreasing to 16, Oct. 20 and six, Oct. 
27 (SEM). One at Glace Bay Sanctuary, 
CB Co., Nov. 12, was quite late (SEM). 
Late November reports came in from 
Queens, Yar., Lun., and Shel. Cos. (var. 
obs.). 

It was a good season for GREAT 
EGRETS. There were 18 reports, 
starting with a summering bird at 
Daniels Hd., CSI, Aug. 1-4 (CST et al.), 
one on BPI, Aug. 19 - Sept. 3 (JCZ et 
al.), and one at Tracadie Hbr., Ant. Co., 
Sept. 3-6 (Catherine Tetu fide RFL). 
Great Egrets then staged a mini
invasion in October, mainly in the south 
and west of the province. There were 15 
reports, starting with one at Black Oler 
Marsh, Lun. Co., Oct. 8 - 13 (AND et 
al.) and ending with one at Bridgetown, 
Anna. Co., Nov. 1 (fide SHA), with 
records from Yar., Shel., and Lun. Cos. 
and HRM in between. Other southern 
herons were poorly represented in the 
province this fall. There were no reports 
of Snowy Egrets or Tricolored Herons, 
and only one of LITTLE BLUE 
HERON, at Guysborough Hbr., Sept. 18 
(fide RFL). Following recent trends, a 
few CATTLE EGRETS turned up in the 
late fall in the province. One was at 
Church Pt., Rich. Co., Oct. 18 (GED), 
and one was at Lilydale, Lun. Co., Nov. 
8-13 (Marie & Barry Loker, var. obs.). 
On Nov. 10, it was seen standing asleep 
among cows (MUN). There were two 
reports of GREEN HERONS; one was 
in a cattail marsh near Vaughn. Hfx. 
Co., Sept. 19 or 21 (Mike Dadswellfide 
JWW), and another was at Ketch Hbr., 
Oct. 28 - Nov. 7 (FLL), a bird that 
possibly had been present all summer. 

Reports of BLACK-CROWNED 
NIGHT-HERONS came in from Kings 
Co., an imm. Aug. 15 at Wallbrook 
(BLF, Lloyd Duncanson), and one from 
CSI, Sept. 6 at The Hawk (MUN). 
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There were only two reports of 
YELLOW-CROWNED NIGHT
HERONS, an imm., Aug. 3-13 at Glace 
Bay Sanctuary, (CAM et al.) and an 
imm., Sept. 2-8 on Sober I., Hfx. Co. 
(HAB, JEB fide KJM). A GLOSSY 
IBIS was reported from Cherry Hill 
Beach, Lun. Co., Oct. 20 (Susan 
Morrison, JAH). 

Numbers of TURKEY VULTURES 
continue to be impressive. Most reports 
came from Digby Neck and Brier I. 
There were eight along Digby Neck, 
Aug. 2 (BLM), and over Brier I. there 
were 10, Sept. 18 (TEP); 21, Sept. 30 
(RBS); "lots" (18 in one flock), Oct. 5-8 
(NSBS); 14, Oct. 16 (June Swift); nine, 
Oct. 28 (Claire Diggins, JCZ); 11, Nov. 
4 (RBS); and an impressive 25, Nov. 26 
(June Swift). One to four were seen on 
CSI and in Yar. Co. from August 
through November (MUN, PRG, RSD). 
There were three at Middleton, Anna. 
Co., Sept. 16 (Claire Diggins, JCZ), and 
one at Saxon St. Pond, Kings Co., Nov. 
9 (DOU).i::t 

Its rangy build and fine plumage markings 
distinguish this YELLOW-CROWNED 
NIGHT-HERON, photographed Sept. 8 off 
Sober I., Hfx. Co., from its Black-crowned 
cousin. [Photo Ken McKenna] 
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Geese, Swans and Ducks 
By Angus MacLean 

A GREATER WHITE-FRONTED 
GOOSE was reported this period, an 
imm. at Silver L., Lakeville, Kings Co. 
First observed Nov. 8 (JCT), it was 
sporadically seen, always in the 
company of Canada Geese, until Dec. 8 
but proved elusive for most seekers. 

A SNOW GOOSE, probably the same 
individual, was seen twice in Ant. Co., 
Nov. 22 and 24 (RFL, BLM). Usually 
much reported in the fall, this single 
occurrence belies the theory that 
because of the significant population 
increase, vagrants will become almost 
commonplace. CANADA GEESE were 
extensively reported from certain areas 
but no large groups were noted. The 
largest was at the Melbourne Migratory 
Bird Sanctuary, Yar. Co., where -500 
were noted on Nov. 25 (PRG, RSD). 
Absent was any report from the Port Joli 
area where large wintering flocks have 
been present in previous years. Many 
smaller flocks, up to 150, were reported 
from Kings (JCT, JET), Ant. (RFL) and 
CB (SEM) Cos. BRANT were not 
reported up to the end of the period but 
a small flock did show up at CSI in 
December. 

WOOD DUCKS were sparsely 
reported In Kings Co., JCT found two -
six at various eastern Kings Co. locales 
in September and October BLM noted 
10 at Belleisle Marsh, Anna. Co., Aug. 
1 and six at Upper Stewiacke, Col. Co., 
Aug. 6. There was one late summer 
report from Yar. Co. where seven (three 
males, four fems.) were present at 
Goose Creek Marsh, Aug. 24 (PRG). 
Other reports include two - three at 
Lilydale, Lun. Co. (JAH), Clarks Hbr., 
CSI (MUN), and Canso (RFL, Steve 
Bushell). Sullivans Pond in Dartmouth 
had its usual quota, this time a fem., to 
the end of the period and TEP noted a 
male at W Lawrencetown, Hfx. Co., 
Nov 12. Was CB devoid of this species 
or just unreported? GADWALL 
continue to be scarce. BLM found one 
at the Antigonish Wildlife Management 
Area, Aug. 9. A male was found on 
Canard Pond, Kings Co., Nov. 11 
(BLF); Bissett L., Hfx. Co., which 

A single SNOW GOOSE lingering in a cornfield near Antigonish was only seen by a subset 
of NSBS field trippers Nov. 24, but had been nicely photographed earlier. This bird, perhaps 
the same one that had returned to the same field in previous autumns was, as expected, of 
the "Greater Snow Goose" subspecies. [Photo Randy Lauffj 

harbors many semi-rarities in late fall, 
had two in late November (DAC). 

EURASIAN WIGEON, after years of 
common occurrence, are becoming 
more difficult to find. DOU found one, 
Oct. 14 in the Lawrencetown area, Hfx. 
Co. and, through November, there was a 
male at Sullivans Pond (var. obs.) with a 
pair reported there on Nov. 12 (TIA). 
Two males were at Beacon St. Dam, 
Glace Bay, Nov. 19 (CAM, ALM). 
Small numbers of AM. WIGEON were 
found in Kings Co. through September 
but picked up in October where 30-35+ 
were noted several times at Canard 
Pond (JCT). Otherwise reports were 
slim but TIA did count 34 at Sullivans 
Pond, Nov. 12, mooching with the 
Mallards and Am. Black Ducks. 

There were very few reports of AM. 
BLACK DUCKS, a testament to their 
ubiquitousness across the province. This 
may change dramatically in coming 
years as their genes are swamped by the 
ever-increasing Mallard. In Kings Co. 
they continue to maintain their distance 
from Mallards and are found on salt 
water whereas their cousins control the 
fresh water ponds. This is likely similar 
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to other parts of the province. Several 
thousand can be found in winter along 
the Cornwallis R. estuary and the shores 
of the Minas Basin. Elsewhere SEM 
noted a buildup at Morien Bar from 40, 
Sept. 29 to 250, Nov. 12. DMV reported 
a peak of 60 at Comods Marsh, Hfx. 
Co., Sept. 2 and STH noted 100 at Lyles 
Bay, Shel. Co., Nov. 10. MALLARDS 
are much sexier than Black Ducks but 
that didn't result in more reports. There 
were 317 near Port Williams, Oct. 26 
(JCT, JET), a high number even for 
Kings Co. where 100+ are commonly 
encountered. BLM found a good 
concentration, 300, at Truro's Kiwanis 
Pond, Nov. 23 and although not 
reported, there's always a sizeable 
congregation at Sullivans Pond. 

If reports are any indication, BLUE
WINGED TEAL are not common in 
any part of the province. In JCT' s many 
reports from eastern Kings Co., the 
highest number was five, Sept. 21. 
However RBS did find 20+ on Saxon 
St. Pond, Sept. 5. BLM had a similar 
number at Belleisle Marsh, Aug. 1 
although, with the vegetative cover on 
the four ponds there, this species is 
difficult to see. There were eight at 
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Nappan Wetlands Bird Sanctuary, Oct. 
14 (JCZ). NORTHERN PINTAIL are 
uncommon breeders in NS. BLM found 
a fem. with eight young on the North 
Aspy R., Vic. Co., Aug. 7 and he also 
noted six at the Blanche Peninsula, Aug. 
30. Elsewhere there were scattered 
reports of one to three from Kings Co. 
(JCT, JWW); Lun. Co. (JAH); Guys. 
Co. (Steve Bushell); and. Brier I. 
(RBS). There were also two (or more?) 
at Bissett L. in November but dates are 
not known. GREEN-WINGED TEAL 
were widely reported and sometimes in 
large numbers. Despite heavy hunting 
mortality they must be increasing their 
numbers in the Maritimes, Quebec and 
Labrador. fu Kings Co. they were 
particularly numerous in October (JCT, 
RBS, PBG) with a high of 150 at the 
New Minas Sewage Ponds on Oct. 27 
(JWW) and 100 still there Nov. 8 
(RBS). Elsewhere 10 were at Pond 
Cove, Brier I., Aug. 24 (LAL, PAC, 
ADL); 68 were at Morien Bar, Sept. 26 
(SEM); 16 at Maccan Tidal Park, Oct. 
14 (JCZ); 15 at Daniels Hd., CSI, Oct. 
28 (MUN); 100 at Lyles Bay, Shel. Co., 
Nov. 10 and 40 there Nov. 30 (STH); 
and 10 at Cooks Beach, Y ar. Co., Nov. 
11 (RSD, PRG). 

Despite being common breeders 
throughout the Maritimes, RING
NECKED DUCKS are not found in the 
fall in large numbers. fu Kings Co., JCT 
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reported small numbers (max. seven) 
from early August to Nov. 1. There 
were 25 at Belleisle Marsh, Aug. 1 
(BLM); 10 at Argyle Hd., Yar. Co., 
Aug. 8 (PRG); 14 at Mingo Beck L., 
Y ar. Co., Oct. 28 (PRG); and, 50 at 
Bissett L., Nov. 30 (Hans Toom, FI.,L). 
No TUFTED DUCKS were found this 
fall, unusual in light of their occurrence 
throughout the province a few years 
ago. 

The usual numbers of GREATER 
SCAUP, 2,000+, in the Pictou area, 
especially at the Causeway, dwarf 
aggregations elsewhere. They were 
constantly reported from Bissett L. in 
November but numbers were rarely 
quoted. FLL and Hans Toom counted 
30 there Nov. 30 and they also had 12 in 
Cole Hbr., Oct. 26. A nice flock of 36 
was seen at Crescent Beach, Lun. Co., 
Nov. 4 (JAH) and 120 were found at 
Monks Hd., Ant. Co., Nov. 24 (NSBS). 
The first LESSER SCAUP (five) were 
noted at Cole Hbr., Oct. 26 (FLL, Hans 
Toom) and , two followed at Bakers 
Flats, CSI, Oct. 31, also one at the latter 
location, Nov. 11 (MUN); a few at 
Monks Hd., Nov. 24 (NSBS); one at 
Pomquet Hbr. and two at Lakevale, Ant. 
Co., both Nov. 24 (BLM). 

COMMON EIDERS usually do not rate 
more than a passing glance. Thus few 
observers include actual numbers in 

This LONG-TAILED DUCK was a bit of a puzzle, since it was changing from its summer 
plumage into its equally fine winter garb, unusual among birds. Since it was found at Taylor 
Head P.P., Hfx. Co., on Sept. 3, it had almost certainly summered in the area. [Photo Ken 
McKenna] 
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their reports. JCT noted 30-40 at 
Lockeport, Sept. 7-8 and also saw54 off 
Evangeline Beach, Kings Co., Oct. 3. 
The maximum number at Seal I. in late 
October was 80 (BLM, IAM, JOW). At 
Louisbourg SEM found fewer than 20 
in Kensington Cove through October. 
Considering their beautiful plumage, it 
is likely that every HARLEQUIN 
DUCK seen is reported. Two were at 
Port George, Anna. Co., Nov. 4 (PBG), 
there were two near Prospect, Nov. 15 
(BLM) and MUN had three males at 
Mavillette, Yar. Co., Nov. 25. The first 
two are favorite wintering sites for this 
species but can be found at certain other 
locales on the E and S Shores. 

SURF SCOTER reports include three 
birds on Aspy Bay, Vic. Co., Aug. 7 
(BLM); 80 on Mira Bay, Oct. 21 
(SEM), and 50 at St. Georges Bay, Ant. 
Co., Nov. 24 (BLM). WHITE
WINGED SCOTERS (four) were noted 
first at Aspy Bay, Aug. 7 (BLM), but 
did not put in another appearance until 
one was noted at Pond Cove, Brier I., 
Aug. 24 (LAL, PAC, ADL). CB Co. 
dominated the other sightings with 
flocks of 5-50 reported at various 
localities (SEM). No doubt BLACK 
SCOTERS occur along NS shores in 
larger numbers than was reported this 
fall although there may not be buildups 
until into December or later. There were 
five at Aspy Bay, Vic. Co., Aug. 7 
(BLM); 12 at Sandy Bay Beach, Queens 
Co., Aug. 26 (JAH) and two at South 
Bar, CB Co., Sept. 30 (SEM). 

LONG-TAILED DUCKS were found in 
small numbers. There were five at Mira 
Bay, Oct. 21 (SEM); two at Pinkneys 
Pt., Yar. Co., Nov. 12 (PRG); four to 
five at Kensington Cove in mid
November and four at Wild Cove, CB 
Co., Nov. 27 (SEM). The final sighting 
was of four in Lun. Co., Nov. 29 (JAH). 
The fall buildup of BUFFLEHEAD was 
nicely illustrated at Melbourne 
Migratory Bird Sanctuary where 10 
were found Oct. 21 and -120, Nov. 11 
(PRG, RSD). Much smaller numbers 
were generally noted elsewhere though 
44 were at the mouth of the Petite R., 
Lun. Co., Nov. 4 (JAH). 

Such an attractive duck, the HOODED 
MERGANSER was reported from near 
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and far. Although they nest widely in N 
and S NS, the first individual was not 
reported until Aug. 9 when BLM saw 
one at the Antigonish Wildlife 
Management Area. Then it was early 
October before a few showed up in the 
Valley (JCT). Later there were 5-12 
scattered through the province. As usual 
the most impressive group was 90 at 
Haliburton Gut, Lyons Brook, Pict. Co., 
Nov. 10 (KJM, GMU). Only two reports 
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of the COM. MERGANSER were 
received. There were 15 at the 
Antigonish Wildlife Management Area, 
Aug. 9 (BLM) and MCN reported six at 
Eleven Mile L., Anna. Co., Nov. 27. 
RED-BREASTED MERGANSERS, 
being salt water ducks, are more easily 
seen. Many small flocks were reported 
by SEM from CB Co. from late 
September to Nov. 18. The maximum 
was 44 at Mira Bay, Nov. 12.There 
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were 13 at Seal Hbr., Aug. 26 (RFL, 
MZG) and RFL had "lots" at 
Antigonish Landing, Nov. 5. Again the 
major concentration, 400, was at 
Caribou R., Pict. Co., Nov. 5 (KJM). 
RUDDY DUCKS are a rare but regular 
feature of fall waterfowl. Two were 
regular at Bissett L. through much of 
November (var. obs.) and there were 
two to three at Bakers Flats, CSI, in the 
latter part of Nov. (MUN). 3l 

Diurnal Raptors, Galliforms, Rails and Cranes 
By Richard Knapton 

About 30 reports of OSPREYS came 
in from throughout the province, 
from CB to the south shore, mostly 
single birds and mainly in August 
and September. Four at Morien Bar, 
CB Co., Aug.· 13 probably 
represented a family party from a CB 
nesting site (RWK). There were very 
few October records; the latest was 
of one at First South, Lun. Co., Oct. 
9 (JAH). JAH also related the 
following story of an entangled 
Osprey which had one leg broken. 
Despite being brought in for 
rehabilitation, the bird did not make 
it. 

A SWALLOW-TAILED KITE was 
reported from CSI, Aug. 8 (fide 
MUN). BALD EAGLE reports came 
in from throughout the province, with 
most coming from CB (DBM et al.), 
Yar. (PRG et al.), Kings (JCT), 
Guys. and Ant. Cos. (RFL et al.). A 
new nest site was located in the 
Kentville Ravine, Aug. 4. JWW 
relates, "Bernard Forsythe, whilst 
looking for orchids, heard something 
large flying and a stick broke. Upon 
remembering rumours for two years 
about Bald Eagles carrying nesting 

material near the Ravine, he decided 
to investigate the sounds. He found a 
substantial eagle nest high iil a tall 
pine on the southern edge of the 
Ravine. He also found a recently 
"fledged" juvenile eagle on the 
ground. It managed to fly a bit but 
grounded itself again. Bernard left it 
alone. He also heard what he thinks 
was another juvenile eagle nearby, so 
probably there are at least two 
youngsters." In late November, a pair 
that had nested unsuccessfully the 
previous summer in Port Clyde, Shel. 
Co., was present at the nest on a 
daily basis, and were even adding 
nesting material to the nest, Nov. 24 
(SAH). There were many instances of 
eagles migrating over the southern 
islands, mostly from Brier I. and CSI, 
from August into the middle of 
November (var. obs.). The first report 
of significant pre-winter gatherings 
in traditional wintering sites was of 
13, Nov. 29 at Grand Pre National 
Historic Park, Kings Co. (JWW). 

Were N. HARRIERS more common 
or more in evidence this fall? Reports 
came from throughout the province, 
and throughout the season, and 
certainly many more than last fall. 
Although most records were of single 
birds, there were some sizeable daily 
totals reported. These included nine 
on CSI and in adjacent Shel. Co., 
Sept. 2 (MUN, JAH); four on CSI, 
Sept. 6 and Oct. 28, and an 
impressive 20, Sept. 8 (MUN); eight 
over Brier I., Sept. 18 (TEP); three at 
Grand Pre, Kings Co., Oct. 28 (RBS); 
and three at Hartlen Pt., HRM, Nov. 
18 (TEP). 
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As usual, SHARP-SHINNED 
HAWKS figured prominently in the 
raptor migrations off the southern 
islands. At Brier I., there were 200, 
Sept. 17-18 (TEP), "hundreds all 
over the island", Sept. 29 (RBS), 250 
the following day (MUN), 75, Oct. 
6 - 7 (NSBS), and "a ton of Sharp
shinned Hawks", Oct. 20-21 (TEP). 
At CSI there were 10, Sept. 2 (MUN, 
JAH), and at Seal I. there were 25, 
Oct. 28 (BLM, IAM, JOW). Reports 
of two imm. COOPER'S HAWKS 
"terrorising our neighbourhood" 
came in from Dartmouth, HRM. 
"They were here for about 3/4 of an 
hour buzzing crows and pheasants, as 
well as searching for prey" (EBB, 
Peter Ackerman). One (no indication 
of sex or age) was seen Nov. 29, 
Starrs Rd., Lunenburg (JAH). N. 
GOSHAWKS were widely reported 
this fall, starting with one at Long I., 
Aug. 4 (BLM). There were 12 
reports, from CB Co. to the southern 
islands (var. obs.), including a report 
of six, Sept. 30 at Brier I. (MUN et 
al.), some of which harassed Broad
winged Hawks during the raptor 
migration that day (RBS). The latest 
report was one that flew overhead at 
the access to Dunns Beach, Ant. Co., 
during the NSBS field trip, Nov. 24 
(KJM). 

There were no reports of Red
shouldered Hawk this fall. As in past 
years, most reports of BROAD
WINGED HAWKS came from Brier 
I. (var. obs.). The first indication of 
migration was of five at Pond Cove, 
Aug. 24 (LAL, PAC, AOL) 
appearing after a front moved 
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through, followed by three, Sept. 2 
(RBS). Migration began in earnest, 
Sept. 17-18, with 115 birds in three 
kettles, two of which numbered 40 
(TEP). This was followed by 21, 
Sept. 20 (June Swift); "several 
hundred in the sky all day", Sept. 29 
(RBS); 200, Sept. 30 (MUN, RBS); 
5, Oct. 9 (NSBS); and one, Oct. 21 
(TEP). There were a few November 
reports, including two at Pea Jack 
Cove, Brier I., Nov. 15, one being 
chased by a crow (June Swift). RED
T AILED HAWKS are under-reported 
during all seasons; this fall, there 
were only 14 reports. Birds that were 
likely migrating over Brier I. include 
one, Aug. 19 (1AM), one, Aug. 24 
appearing after a front moved 
through (LAL, .PAC, ADL), and one, 
Sept. 30 (RBS). Actually, Sept. 30 
was an amazing migration day at 
Brier I.; RBS writes " ... At one point 
on Pond Cove Beach . . . above us 
were 21 Turkey Vultures, 50+ Broad
winged Hawks, several Sharpies and 
N. Harriers, a Peregrine, a Bald 
Eagle and a Red-tail, and whizzing 
past us were Merlins and Kestrels, all 
at the same time. This morning on 
Lighthouse Hill I laid back and 
watched endless hawks circling in the 
clear blue sky, including N. 
Goshawks being aggressive to Broad
wings, and Sharpies trying to outdo 
Kestrels." A mostly-white, probable 
Red-tailed Hawk was reported near 
chicken barns at Wolfville, Nov. 15 
(Donnie and Mike Lightfoot fide 
JWW). A few ROUGH-LEGGED 
HAWKS have been reported this fall. 
One was on Long I., Kings Co., Oct. 
23 (GWT), one on a small island off 
Wine Hbr., Guys. Co., Nov. 4 (KJM), 
one in Apple R., Cum. Co. (KFS), 
two (one dark phase) at Sandford, 
Yar. Co., Nov. 12 (PRG, RGD), one 
dark phase at Melanson, Kings Co. 
(JCT), a dark phase at Grand Pre, 
Kings Co., Nov. 25 (RBS), and a 
dark phase at Cape John, Pict. Co., 
Nov. 26 (KJM). There were no 
reports of Golden Eagles this fall. 

AMERICAN KESTREL reports 
showed that the species was widely 

. but thinly distributed throughout the 
province. Most reports were of single 
birds, but notable tallies included 10, 
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GYRFALCON at Grand Pre. [Photo Richard Stern - NSBS Library] 

Sept. 18 at Brier I. (TEP), and a very 
impressive 125 at Brier I., Sept. 29 
(MUN). Similarly, MERLINS were 
widely reported throughout the 
province, from CB to the southern 
islands, and throughout the season. 
Merlins were watched targeting 
shorebirds at Brier I., Sept. 3 (RBS), 
Louisbourg, Sept. 8 (SEM), and 
Cherry Hill Beach and Broad Cove, 
Lun. Co., Sept. 17 (SJF). Other target 
prey this fall included a Com. 
Grackle at Baddeck, CB Co., Sept. 1, 
which was actually killed (Brooke 
Oland), Eur. Starlings at Lockeport, 
Shel. Co., and a N. Flicker at 
Northville, Kings Co., Sept. 8, which 
resulted in failed attempts (JCT). 
Two were watched in a battle on the 
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ground at CSI, Sept. 15, one being a 
little shaken but flew away after 
about five minutes (MUN). There 
were a few significant totals reported 
from the hawk flights along the 
southern islands. On Brier I., there 
were 12, Oct. 6 -7 (RBS), and on CSI 
and adjacent Shel. Co. there were 20, 
Sept. 2 (JAH). A GYRFALCON was 
seen near Carleton, Yar. Co., Sept. 
23 (MUN), and a second bird was 
observed Oct. 7 on Brier I. during the 
NSBS Field Trip. TEP writes, "While 
birding along the Pond Cove area of 
Brier I., I spotted a bird flying 
towards me from across the cove. I 
didn't recognize the flight which was 
a stiff- winged flight, flying mostly 
with the outer half of the wings in 
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continuous short strokes. As it 
approached it was clear that it was a 
large falcon. The bird was very large, 
quite robust and stocky looking by 
comparison with Peregrine. The bird 
was distinctly falcon shaped but did 
not have the pointed swept-back 
wing look of a Peregrine, instead the 
wings were broad based and had 
more rounded tips. The tail was very 
long and did not show any visible 
barring. As to the colour, the bird 
was all medium-dark brown, the head 
did not have sideburns, instead was 
all dark. The bird was dived on while 
just a short distance away ( - 100 -
200 feet) by two other small raptors 
and at that time looped around giving 
me more time to watch, before 
continuing on its original course over 
the interior of the island. The entire 
sighting lasted only about two 
minutes. This dark phase Gyrfalcon 
is only the second Gyr I have seen 
and I certainly would have liked 
more time to study it. Note: Checking 
all my guides I found that (again) 
Sibley's drawing of an adult dark 
phased bird was the closest to this 
individual." An imm. was seen on 
BPI, Oct. 12 (BRO). PEREGRINE 
FALCONS received good coverage 
throughout the province. There were 
24 reports, involving 31 individuals, 
mainly in September and the first 
half of October. The latest reports 
were one at Brier I. (RBS) and one 
on CSI (MUN, JON, PRG, RSD), 
Nov. 4. August 10, one was watched 
battling heavy winds at Blockhouse 
Hill, Lun. Co., and what may have 
been the same bird was observed in 
pursuit of a Com. Nighthawk the next 
evening (JWW). Many of the reports 
came from Grand Pre and Evangeline 
Beach, noting birds chasing 
shorebirds (var. obs.), and from the 
southern islands as the birds are 
migrating south. There were three on 
Brier I., Sept. 30 (MUN), and two 
anatum there Oct. 6 - 7 (NSBS). Two 
more anatum were on Seal I., Oct: 
26-28 (IAM). 

There were no reports of Gray 
Partridge. RING-NECKED 
PHEASANTS, on the other hand, 
were widely reported, and showed 
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the province-wide distribution of the 
species. Reports of family groups 
came in during August and 
September from CB Co., (Erwin 
Zodrow), Cum. Co. (JCZ), Brier I. 
(RBS), Kings Co. (RBS), Yar. Co. 
(PRG, RSD), and HRM (EBB). 
RUFFED GROUSE reports came in 
from most counties in the province, 
and · numbers appeared to be higher 
than last year. Reports of SPRUCE 
GROUSE came from traditional 
localities such as Taylor Hd. PP, Hfx. 
Co. (TEP), Kennington Cove, CB Co. 
(SEM), Liscomb Sanctuary (KJM, 
MAB), and the St. Peters area, Rich. 
Co. (BID). A pair was reported from 
West Middle Sable, Yar. Co., in 
September (DHY), and a male from 
Pennant Pt. was also seen in 
September (Hans Toom). WILD 
TURKEYS engendered some interest 
this fall. MUN reported that there has 
been a flock of turkeys on Seal I. for 
five years or so, taken there by a 
local fisherman and clearly have been 
able to make it through the winters so 
far. LAL replied that "Seal I. has a 
vast population of introduced 'Wild' 
Turkeys ( domestic Turkeys is more 
like it) and no Ring-necked 
Pheasants. I was told that the 
introduced population of Ring
necked Pheasants on the island 
disappeared as the population of 
Turkeys grew", a correlation worth 
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pursuing. Stan Riggs noted that there 
was a small flock of turkeys on the 
North Mt. just outside of Berwick, 
and in Kings Co., Laura Burke 
reported a fem. turkey with a brood 
near Hustons Beach south of Cape 
Blomidon. David Silverberg reported 
one near A vonport and one near 
W olfville, their tameness suggesting 
escapes (fide JWW). 

There were two reports of VIRGINIA 
RAILS, one feeding in the open at 
APBS, Aug. 9 (TEP) and one at a 
pond in Broad Cove, Lun. Co., Oct. 
20 (BAH). Reports of SORAS came 
in from APBS, several calling Aug. 9 
and one there Sept. 4 (TEP), and at 
The Hawk, CSI, one, Sept. 14 
(MUN). COMMON MOORHEN 
numbers peaked at APBS with eight 
counted there Aug. 9, followed by 
three, Sept. 4 (TEP). AMERICAN 
COOT reports came in from APBS as 
well. One was there Aug. 9 and seven 
were reported Sept. 4 (TEP). Other 
reports were from Canard Pond, 
Kings Co., one, Oct. 19 (JCT); from 
Shubenacadie Reservoir, Hfx. Co., 
one throughout October (RCM); from 
CB Co., one during most of October 
at Schooner Pond (var. obs.) and one 
at Tower Rd. Lagoons, Nov. 12 
(RWK); and from Bissett L., HRM, 
one, Nov. 11 (AZV, DAC), four, 
Nov. 12 (TEP), three, Nov. 29 (IAM) 
and three, Nov. 30 (Hans Toom, 
FLL). 

There were several reports of 
SANDHILL CRANES, the first, 
Sept. 21 on Rte. 7 near Stillwater, 
Ant. Co. (Jane Williams), tentatively 
identified as such. This was followed 
by a report from Ross Hall, Oct. 3 
that four ads. had been seen for about 
a week on the Shore Rd. near Old 
Barns, Clifton, near Truro, in a 
ploughed corn field (fide KJM). All 
four were later seen Nov. 5 in the 
same ploughed corn field (KJM). 
One seen near Riverport, Oct. 13, 
was not reported until Oct. 20 (fide 
JAH), and Sandy Hiltz reported one, 
Oct. 26, immediately behind the 
bridge in Port Clyde, Shel. Co. It was 
alarmed by a couple of Bald Eagles 
and flew towards Cape NegroJl 
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Ruffed Grouse 

The male RUFFED GROUSE, [#1] in Stephen Bushell's garden in early June, was "puttin on the Ritz" for the female [#2] 
perched demurely in a nearby tree. But what was the male up to when photographed [#3] Oct. 25 on Brier by June Swift? In 
autumn, some RUFFED GROUSE go a little crazy, apparently because the rate of change of daylight, although negative, 
triggers an inappropriate hormonal response. Adult males may display to attract females and repel other males, and younger 
birds may be driven from their natal woods, sometimes crashing into windows of urban houses. Furthermore, according to 
Bent's "Life Histories .. ," mitles will sometimes display to motorized vehicles (that sound a little like a drumming rival?), and 
this one may have been reacting to June's ATV. · 
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The Shorebirds 
By Sylvia Fullerton 

The shorebird migration was 
unimpressive, with a few highs and 
many lows. Almost all species that 
migrate offshore were seen in reduced 
numbers, possibly due to fair weather 
and hence not being driven ashore by 
wind and rain. It is not easy to make 
comparisons from one year to the next 
considering natural fluctuations and the 
vagaries of weather and observer effort, 
so if you feel that a report has particular 
significance, I'd appreciate it if you 
would so note. Some of you do a census 
of a specific area on a regular basis and 
that becomes very useful over time as a 
basis for comparison. I urge you all to 
do the same, but no matter what you do, 
please keep the reports coming in, and 
even though I can mention only a 
representative few, all reports are 
important as they contribute to the 
overall picture. 

The abundant BLACK-BELLIED 
PLOVER visited in average numbers 
and lingered later than· usual. Early 
peaks were: 200, Windsor Causeway, 
Aug. 2, rising rapidly to 400 by Aug. 6 
(JCT); 150, Starrs Pt., Kings Co., Aug. 
9 (JWW); 193, Morien Bar, CB Co., 
Aug. 14, reaching 245 by Aug. 28, a 
record-high for the area (SEM). JAH 
found 62 at Thomas Cove, Col. Co., 
Sept. 3, a traditional stop-over. Late 
peaks were: 41, Cherry Hill Beach, Lun. 
Co., Oct. 5; 200, Wolfville Dykes, Oct. 
13 (JET); 47, Crescent Beach, Lun. Co., 
Oct. 20; 98, The Cape, CSI, Oct. 23 
(Betty June Smith, SIS). Interesting 
were 18 at Little Hbr., Shel. Co., Oct. 
26, almost all in alternate/breeding 
plumage (DHY) and one, in a flock of 
nine, at Cherry Hill Beach, Nov. 26, in 
similar brilliant plumage (SJF). 

AMERICAN GOLDEN PLOVER were 
local and in fair numbers. First of the 
season was one at Aspy Bay, Vic. Co., 
Aug. 7 (BLM). Two were at Brier I., 
Aug. 21 (Jimmy Steele fide LAL) and 
two at Pt. Michaud, Rich. Co., CB, Aug. 
26 (NSBS, KJM). 

Increased numbers were deflected from 
their offshore route in early September: 
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60, in a field in Linden, Pict. Co., Sept. 
4 (HAB, JEB); 10, Grand Pre, Sept. 6 
(RBS); 15, Cape John, Pict. Co., Sept. 
10 (KJM). Two were at Blanche, Shel. 
Co., Sept. 12 (DOE); three, CSI, Sept. 
13 (MUN); four, Pinkneys Pt., Yar. Co., 
Sept. 23 (PRG). The only other reports 
from CB were singles at Morien Bar, 
Aug. 14 & Oct. 13 (SEM). 

SEMIP ALMA TED PLOVER are 
thriving, judging by the high counts 
received. Peaks at favoured sites 
occurred in early August: 500, Windsor 
Causeway, Aug. 2 (JCT); 450, Marsh 
Rd., St. Marys Bay, Digby Co., Aug. 2 
(BLM); 800, Evangeline Beach, Aug. 7 
(JWW); 2,000, a seasonal high, Cole 
Hbr., HRM, Aug. 10 (BLM); 1,350, 
highest count since 1984 for Crescent 
Beach, Lun. Co., Aug.16 (JSC). 
Beaches with traditionally lower 
numbers also fared well: 250, New 
Hbr., Guys. Co., Aug 19 (RFL, MZG); 
263, Morien Bar, Aug. 25 (SEM); 100+, 
Brier I., Sept. 2 (RBS). Numbers were 
down, inexplicably, at other beaches 
such as Cherry Hill and only 15 were 
tallied at Cooks Beach, Y ar. Co., 
September - October, where hundreds 
used to roost (PRG). TEP saw the last 
two at Martinique Beach, HRM, Nov. 
10. Two members of the Youth Corps, 
Jessica Butler and Erica Stoddart, who 
monitored PIPING PLOVER this 
summer, reported a late nesting at 
Round Bay, Shel. Co. An ad. and one 
chick were seen there Aug. 23 (fide A. 
Carron). Another late hatching from a 
second nesting was at Daniels Hd., CSI, 
where two ads. and three chicks were 
seen Aug. 20. One chick fledged. 

Noteworthy were the many reports of 
large gatherings of KILLDEER. Six 
were at Saxon St. Pond, Wolfville, Aug. 
8 (JCT). Fifteen were on a grassy hill 
beside St. Croix R., Sept. 21 (DOU); 
seven, Brier I., Oct. 8 (1AM); 14, 
Yarmouth, Nov. 17 (MUN). The prize, 
however, goes to KJM who tallied 29 
from Cape John, Pict. Co. to Northport, 
Cum. Co., Sept. 10. Ones and twos were 
widespread. 
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The two ad. and two juv. AM. 
OYSTERCATCHERS were last seen at 
Daniels Hd., CSI, Sept. 3 (JAR, MUN). 
Next season will be the fourth and one 
hopes there will be more than one 
breeding pair. 

In an otherwise lacklustre shorebird 
season at least one bird brightened the 
day for GDE and ABM, who spotted an 
AM. A VOCET at the Windsor 
Causeway, Sept. 21. A sighting had 
been made there in 1998. There have 
been about seventeen previous records, 
the majority in the fall, and now 
'becoming almost annual. 

Our only breeding population of 
GREATER YELLOWLEGS continues 
to flourish in CBHNP. While doing 
fieldwork there RFL, et al. found two at 
Tipover L., Aug. 7 and 12+, surely the 
highest count on record, at Cheticamp 
Flowage, Vic. Co., Aug. 12. Such are 
the rewards of fieldwork that, as they 
were having a refreshing swim, they 
found themselves being dive-bombed 
by one of the territorial birds. 
Exceptional numbers of migrants 
continued July's highs: 100, W. 
Chezzetcook, HRM, Aug. 7 (JAR); 42, 
the highest ever for Crescent Beach, 
Lun. Co., Aug. 7 (JSC); 91, Harris 
Pond, Kings Co., Aug. 8, with 60 still 
present Sept. 5 (JCT, RBS); 323, an 
unprecedented concentration, Morien 
Bar, Aug. 14 (SEM). At beaches that do 
not normally support large numbers, the 
counts were significant: 30+ at 
Pinkneys Pt., Y ar. Co., Aug. 26 (PRG, 
RSD); 20, Port Howe, Cum. Co., Sept. 
10 (KJM). Last to be seen were eight at 
The Hawk, Nov. 22 (MUN). 

LESSER YELLOWLEGS peaked in 
July and August numbers were low, 
with the exception of 70 tallied at W. 
Chezzetcook, HRM, Aug. 7 (JAR). 
Highs included: 6, Harris Pond, Aug. 8 
(JCT); 10, Brier I., Aug. 24 (LAL, PAC, 
ADL); 18, Morien Bar, Aug. 25 (SEM); 
4, CSI, Sept. 3 (PRG, RSD). A single 
bird was a late lingerer at The Hawk, 
Nov. 24 (MUN). 
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It was a good year for SO LIT ARY 
SANDPIPERS, about 25 reported, no 
doubt enticed by lowered water levels in 
most ponds. Six were in Kings Co., 
Aug. 18 - Sept. 4, the first two at Lower 
Grand Pre (JCT, GWT, BLF). Crescent 
Beach, Lockeport hosted two, Aug. 13 
(DJC). Four were tallied in Y ar. Co., 
Sept. 2 (MUN, PRG) and three at Tower 
Rd. settling pond, Sydney, Sept. 3 
(ALM, CAM, SEM). One to two were 
in Pict., Digby, and Lun. Cos. Late 
lingering were singles at Macon Tidal 
Park, Cum. Co., Oct. 14 (JCZ) and at 
CSI, Nov. 6 (MUN). 

Post-breeding flocks of WILLETS 
continuing on from July were in usual 
numbers: 86, Crescent Beach, Lun. Co., 
July 30 (JSC); 50, Brier I., Aug. 3 
(BLM); 50 , Windsor Causeway, Aug. 5 
(BLM); 109, a seasonal high, Morien 
Bar, Aug. 14 (SEM). Among dwindling 
numbers scattered about were four, Seal 
Hbr., Guys. Co., Aug. 26, believed to be 
a family unit (RFL, MZG). Last to be 
seen was one at Conrads Beach, 
Lawrencetown, HRM, Sept. 18 (DMW). 

Among the SPOTTED SANDPIPERS 
still present were: two, Three Fathom 
Hbr., HRM, Aug. 7 (JAH); three, Saxon 
St. Pond, Aug. 27 (JCT); one, CSI, 
Sept. 3 (PRG, RSD); one, Crescent 
Beach, Lockeport, Sept. 14 (DJC). SEM 
saw a late-lingering family group of one 
ad. and two juvs. at South Bar, Sydney 
Hbr., Sept. 8, which had been in the 
same location earlier in the summer. 
KJM spotted a tardy bird at Big. I., Pict. 
Co., Oct.21, but record-late was another 
at Granton, Pict. Co., Nov. 17. 

UPLAND SANDPIPERS have found 
their way to Pubnico before, in June 
1991. On Sept.29 JON found another at 
the Pubnico Golf Course and he was not 
even pursuing birds. How lucky can one 
be! 

WHIMBREL numbers were the lowest 
in some time, perhaps due to calm 
weather. With the exception of Cape 
Breton, all reports were from the SW. 
The peak seasonal count was a low 22 
at Prospect Barrens, HRM, Sept. 13 
(BLM). Shel. Co. produced: six, 
Blanche, Aug. 30 (BLM); 10, Baccaro, 
Sept. 2 (JAH et al.); up to nine at 
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PURPLE SANDPIPER. [Photo Ian McLaren] 

Lockeport, Sept. 7-22 (JCT, DJC); 
eight, McNutts I., Sept. 19 (DOE). Brier 
I. saw its usual one, Aug. 19 - Sept. 2 
(RBS, LAL et al.). Only a. paltry six 
were produced in CB, four being at the 
Fortress of Louisbourg barrens, Aug. 30 
(SEM). Of six at CSI, Sept. 13, the last 
seen was Sept. 29 (JON). 

HUDSONIAN GODWITS appeared in 
average numbers. One was at 
Lawrencetown R., HRM, Aug. 7 (JAH). 
By Aug. 10, 25 were at Cole Hbr., 
(BLM). A former favoured site, 
Matthews L., Shel. Co., hosted eight, 
Aug. 11, an upswing from the previous 
two years (DHY). Twenty-nine were 
seen flying over the APBS, Aug. 11 
(SEM, Wayne Peterson, ABA 
Shorebirds Workshop). Eleven were at 
Morien Bar, Aug. 14, perhaps some 
hangers-on from July (SEM). MUN 
counted nine flying over CSI, Aug. 3, 
and the final sighting was at that 
location, Sept. 29. A single MARBLED 
GODWIT made a brief stop at Morien 
Bar, Sept. 15 (ALM, CAM). 

Modest numbers of RUDDY 
TURNSTONES were tallied in late July 
and early August: 30, Brier I., Aug. 3; 
25, Conrads Beach, Lawrencetown, 
HRM, Aug. 10 (BLM). Most appearing 
in early September are juvs., as I 
suspect the 50+ were which showed up 
on Brier I., Sept. 2 (RBS). The only 
other concentration was 30 at South 
Bar, Sept. 22 (SEM). Small numbers 
were seen elsewhere but generally there 
was a paucity of reports. Turnstones 
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always seem in a hurry to get to their 
wintering grounds and the bulk of our 
birds are gone by the end of September. 
Late lingerers are always with us, 
however, and the last was at The Cape, 
Nov.14. 

Once again the late-returning RED 
KNOT made a poor showing. A high of 
46 was attained at Morien Bar, Oct. 27 
(SEM). There were 75, the seasonal 
high, at The Hawk, Nov. 14 (MUN). 
Elsewhere numbers were abysmal, with 
a total of 17 from Brier I., Cherry Hill, 
Evangeline, Cooks, and Martinique 
Beaches and not a single bird appeared 
at Crescent Beach, Lun. Co. all season. 

Generally, numbers of SANDERLING 
were average, but the roving nature of 
these birds makes comparisons difficult. 
Exceptions were the good numbers 
obtained at Martinique Beach, HRM, 
400, Sept. 19, with 75 there Nov. 10 
(BLM, TEP) and the high of 1,620 on 
The Cape, Oct. 24 (Betty June Smith, 

· SIS). Respectable numbers for usual 
sites were: 160, Conrads Beach, 
Lawrencetown, HRM, Sept. 7 (DMW); 
250, Cherry Hill Beach, Sept. 17 (JAH); 
200, Evangeline Beach, Oct. 3 (JCT); 
252, Crescent Beach, Oct. 8 (JSC); 100, 
Lockeport Beach, throughout October 
(DJC). The best count for CB was 49 at 
South Bar, Sept. 22 (SEM). A good 
count for the area was 80 at Caribou I., 
Oct. 20 (KJM). Last to be reported were 
14 at Crescent Beach, Lun. Co., Nov. 25 
(JSC). 
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The LEAST SANDPIPER, (left) found in large numbers during the Society's field trip to CSI Aug. 19, is rarely photographed so well, the 
BUFF-BREASTED SANDPIPER, (right) on Brier I. Sept. 28, is rarely encountered. [Photos (L) Joyce Allen, (R) June Swift] 

SEMIPALMATED SANDPIPERS 
made a good showing in the Minas 
Basin, but poor elsewhere. JCT and 
JWW volunteered daily surveys for 
Peter Hicklin' s/CWS Maritime 
Shorebird Survey, Aug. 1-7. They 
counted 25,000 at the Windsor 
Causeway, Aug. 2 (JCT) and 27,000 
at Grand Pre, Aug. 7 (JWW). 
Numbers can change day to day, 
however, as JCT tallied 75,000 at 
the Causeway, Aug. 18 and BLM 
tallied 100,000 there Sept. 5. 
Highest count for Brier I. was 400, 
Aug. 3, with good numbers 
lingering until ·month's end (BLM, 
var. obs.). Other areas holding their 
own were:· 1,327, Thomas Cove, 
Economy, Sept. 3 (JAH, PML); 50+, 
New Hbr., Guys. Co., Aug. 19 
(RFL, MZG); 420, Crescent Beach, 
Lun. Co., Aug. 30 (JSC); 80, 
Conrads Beach, Lawrencetown, 
HRM, Oct. 7 (DMW). As these 
diminutive birds have a particular 
attraction for us, staging as they do 
in the Minas Basin and travelling 
such long distances to unknown 
shores, I pass on some notes from 
Peter Hicklin from his banding 
program at Johnsons Mills on 
Chignecto Bay. This summer he 
recaught thirty-two banded birds. 
Of these, three had been banded in 
Martinique, Delaware Bay and 
Maranhao, Brazil. Twenty-eight had 
been banded at J ohnsons Mills 
between 1997-2000. But even more 
amazing is that one caught Aug. 16 

had been banded as a juv. by Peter 
at the same beach on Aug. 28,1987, 
14 years before! He further adds 
that all birds appeared to be in 
excellent condition. 
The WESTERN SANDPIPER, when 
moulting or in basic/winter 
plumage, presents a tough challenge 
when it comes to separating it from 
the Semipalmated. Early-appearing 
juvs. with rufous scapulars are 
fairly easy to. ID, but those in basic 
plumage can be virtually impossible 
to tell in the field, as RBS and BLF 
concluded after they spent much 
time meticulously studying a bird at 
Grand Pre, Oct. 27. In basic 
plumage some say the bill is the 
best way to differentiate, the 
Semipalmated with shorter, 
bulbous-tipped bill, blunter looking 
than the Wes tern bill, which is more 
tapered toward the tip. But, beware 
of shorter-billed young Western 
males! Different methods of 
foraging and the habit of the 
Western to feed in deeper water can 
provide hints. A handful were 
reported: one, unaged, Crescent 
Beach, Lun. Co., Sept. 10 (CSS); 
one, unaged, The Hawk, Sept. 11 
(MUN); two, juvs., feeding in knee
deep water, Cherry Hill Beach, Oct. 
24 (JSC); two, The Cape, Oct. 24 
(Betty June Smith, SIS). 

The LEAST SANDPIPER migration 
picked up in August and numbers 
were average. One of its favourite 
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staging areas appears to be Brier I., 
where 300 were feeding Aug. 3, and 
200 Aug. 21 (BLM, LAL et al.). 
Numbers at the Windsor Causeway 
peaked at 100+ Aug. 18 (JCT). 
Highs for other sites included: 62, 
Morien Bar, Aug. 25 (SEM); 115, 
Crescent Beach, Lun. Co., Aug. 30 
(JSC); 100, Blanche, Aug. 30 
(BLM). Up to 13 were seen at Seal 
Hbr. and New Hbr., Guys. Co., Aug. 
19 & 26 (RFL, MZG), and smaller 
numbers were scattered about in 
various locations. One held on at 
Morien )3ar until Sept. 29 (SEM). 

WHITE-RUMPED SANDPIPERS, 
long-distant migrants that travel off 
the coast, were few ashore, with one 
exception. SEM captured the mother 
lode at Morien Bar, with 282, a 
record-high count for this area, 
Aug. 25. Juveniles usually moult 
into first-winter plumage during 
their stay in NA but SEM estimated 
that 20% of the 75 she saw there 
Sept. 15 had not yet moulted. The 
few visiting other beaches were: 10, 
Windsor Causeway, Aug. 18 (JCT); 
6, Brier I., Aug. 21 (LAL, PAC, 
ADL); 19, Cherry Hill Beach, Sept. 
6; 23, Crescent Beach, Lun. Co., 
Sept. 20 (JSC). Only handfuls were 
reported from Martinique, Big I., 
and CSL The latest was one at 
Morien Bar, Nov. 12 (SEM). 

Ten BAIROS SANDPIPERS, an 
average number, were reported. 
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Earliest was one at Windsor 
Causeway, Aug. 5 (BLM), where 
JCT saw two, Aug. 18. The first for 
Brier I. was spotted Aug. 21, with 
up to three there Aug. 28 (LAL, var. 
obs.). Two were at CSI Aug. 31 -
Sept. 15 (JCZ, MUN). Singles were 
at: Pt. Michaud, Rich. Co., Aug. 28 
(NSBS, KJM); Cherry Hill Beach, 
Sept.16 (BLF); Conrads Beach, 
Lawrencetown, HRM, Sept. 19 
(TEP). 

PECTORAL SANDPIPERS were 
only locally common. The first to 
set down were three at Crescent 
Beach, Lun. Co., Aug. 7, an unusual 
sighting for this beach (JSC). 
Scattered numbers included: three, 
Brier I., Aug. 19 (IAM, LAL et al.); 
three, Conrads Beach, LOWER 
Rose Bay and three, Oxners Beach, 
Lun. Co., Aug. 15 (JAR). The birds 
we see here are late-migrating juvs. 
and hence peaks usually appear in 
October: 18, Morien Bar, Oct. 6 
(SEM); 41, Matthews L., Shel. Co., 
Oct. 8 (DRY); 45, The Cape, CSI, 
Oct. 28 (MUN). Late was one at 
Saxon St. Pond, Nov. 15 (RBS). 

Perhaps the benign weather kept 
PURPLE SANDPIPERS from their 
wintering territories, as only three 
were reported, at Cherry Hill Beach, 
Oct. 20 (JAR). 

DUNLIN were in no hurry, 
wintering as they do along the 
southern coasts, and so most don't 
show up until late September. Early 
was one at Country Hbr., Guys. Co., 
Aug. 26 (RFL, MZG). It would be 
interesting to know its plumage and 
what brought it up the river so far 
from the coast. Peaks were: 50+, 
Conrads Beach, LOWER Rose Bay, 
Lun. Co., Sept. 27 (JAH); 40, Grand 
Pre, Oct. 3 (JCT); 171, Morien Bar, 
Oct. 20 (SEM); 45, Crescent Beach, 
Lun. Co., Nov. 9 (JSC). An 
abundant species, usually seen in 
groups, it is surprising how many 
single birds were noted from Big. I., 
Pict. Co. to Melbourne, Yar. Co. 
during the late period. Last were ten 
at Morien Bar and nine at Crescent 
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Beach, Lun. Co., both Nov. 25 
(SEM, JSC). 
The uncommon STILT SANDPIPER 
made a respectable showing. One 
was at Mavillette Beach, Yar. Co, 
Aug. 12 and up to three were at 
CSI, Aug. 31 (MUN). An ad. and a 
juv. were at Brier I., Aug. 21 & 23 
(Jimmy Steele, LAL et al.). KJM 
found one at Linden, Pict. Co., Aug. 
26. Another was late at Lower 
Clarks Hbr., Oct. 18 (BEM, IAM). 

The BUFF-BREASTED 
SANDPIPERS we see in the fall are 
juveniles, another species deflected 
from their offshore migration route. 
About ten, an average number, were 
ashore at their traditional beaches. 
Early was one at CSI, Aug. 17 
(JCZ); four were in residence there, 
Sept. 13 (MUN). One visited Cherry 
Hill Beach, Sept. 14-17 (BLF, 
JAH). Two were noted at Hartlen 
Pt., HRM, Sept. 17-23 (FLL et al.). 
One was at Brier I., Sept. 2 and 
another or the same was spotted 
there Sept. 29 (LAL, RSB). As 
usual, SEM had the last bird, with 
one at Morien Bar, Sept. 29. 

SHORT-BILLED DOWITCHERS 
have never returned to the 
extraordinary concentrations of the 
early 1990s and this year numbers 
continued low. August peaks were: 
500, Windsor Causeway, Aug. 5 
(BLM, JCT); 90, W. Chezzetcook, 
HRM, Aug. 7 (JAH); 48, Morien 
Bar, Aug. 14 (SEM); 65, Crescent 
Beach, Lun. Co., Aug. 16 (JSC); 26, 
New Hbr., Guys Co., Aug. 26 (RFL, 
MZG). DJC noted only one at 
Lockeport' s Crescent Beach where 
once she used to see "hundreds," 
and similarly PRG could only 
produce one at Cooks Beach, Yar. 
Co. in late September. Good finds 
were three LONG-BILLED 
DOWITCHERS at Morien Bar 
including a juv ., Oct. 8-9 (ALM, 
CAM et al.) and two, one in basic, 
one in juv. plumage, Nov. 12 
(SEM). 

COMMON SNIPE were much in 
evidence in their favourite haunts 
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from Aug. 8 - Nov. 15, about 20 
being reported. BLM saw one flying 
in from the ocean at the southern tip 
of Blanche, Shel. Co., Aug. 30, 
perhaps having changed its mind. 
The only assemblage was eight on 
Seal I., Oct. 27 (1AM, JOW). The 
AM. WOODCOCK, the most 
intriguing and atypical shorebird I 
know, showed up for a few 
observers. A reliable spot seems to 
be Fairmont, Ant. Co. where RFL 
and MZG saw two, Sept. 29 & Oct. 
2. Three must have been a surprise 
at Little Salmon R., HRM, Nov. 2 
(EBB). Singles were at Goose Creek 
Marsh, Yar. Co., Aug. 27 (PRG) 
and Brier I., Aug. 20 & 24 (LAL). 

The WILSON'S PHALAROPE, 
always a treat, appeared in two 
locations. Two were at Conrads 
Beach, Lawrencetown, HRM, Aug. 
7 (David Hughes). One was at 
Lower Clarks Hbr., Oct. 2 (MUN) 
and another or perhaps the same 
was there Oct. 18, "beautiful, pearly 
grey, puddling among the 
yellowlegs" (BEM, IAM). 

A dainty, storm-driven RED
NECKED PHALAROPE was 
dwarfed by the ducks and gulls with 
which it was feeding close to shore 
at Broad Cove, Lun. Co., Nov. 4-5 
(SJF, BAH). Although regular in the 
Bay of Fundy, there were few 
pelagic reports other than from 
CAR, who reported good numbers 
throughout August. BLM counted 
up to 300 off Brier I., Aug. 4. The 
surprise was the preponderance of 
RED PHALAROPE. CAH reported 
"tens of thousands" through the first 
week of September, continuing until 
the end of the month. Difficult to 
estimate, these numbers were more 
than he had seen in eighteen years. 
There was some indication last year 
that Reds were increasing in 
proportion to Red-necked and it will 
be interesting to see if the trend 
continues. Not needing numbers, 
MUN was happy with the single 
storm-driven Red he saw "walking 
on land" at CSI, Sept. 30. tt 
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Skuas Through Alcids 
By Blake Maybank 

FLL provided good details of a GREAT 
SKUA from Brier I., Oct. 7: ''Viewed at 
approx. 0.75-1 km with 20x scope. Wann 
brown, dull rusty tones noted on upper 
wings, underbody and head. Underwings 
not blackish. Large heavy head. Steady 
fast flight without gliding. Broad blackish 
primaries with large white flashes." CAH 
had routine sightings of PO MARINE and 
PARASffiC JAEGERS in the Bay of 
Fundy; the only other report was from 
Lobster Bay, Yar. Co., where RSD had a 
Parasitic Jaeger on the somewhat late date 
ofNov.26. 

JAH sent along details of a bird he 
discovered Oct. 29 at Lower Rose Bay, 
Lun. Col, which he believed was a 2nd 

winter UTILE GULL. "Short black bill, 
grey on back of head, short pink legs, 
heavy black on front of wing part way 
down, white along back edge of wing the 
whole way down, and not much bigger 
than the Greater Y ellowlegs that it was 
first seen with." Readers can decide for 
themselves, but the description does not 
exclude the more expected Bonaparte's 
Gull. BLACK-HEADED GULLS 
returned in typical numbers across the 
province. Six adults at Ogdens Pond, Ant. 
Co., seemed early, but they may originate 
from breeding sites on this side of the 
Atlantic. Christmas counts give a better 
impression of numbers and distribution; 
the count of 50 birds at Conrads Beach, 
HRM, Nov. 29 (DMW), seems 
impressive, but is only a portion of the 
numbers that regularly winter in Halifax 
Hbr. and approaches (including the 
Eastern Shore). BONAPARTE'S GULLS 
were reported from their typical autumn 
hangouts. Most were along the 
Northumberland Shore, with the highest 
counts from Ant. Co.; BLM et al. had 200 
at Dunns Beach and 1,500 at Ogdens 
Pond (Jimtown), Nov. 24, on a NSBS 
field trip. This species is also regular 
along the Eastern Shore of HRM in early 
Autumn. JAH and BLM independently 
counted 15 at Conrads Beach, Aug. 7-10, 
with some still present there at the end of 
September (DMW). 

1AM picked out an adult MEW 
"COMMON" GULL among the 

This elegant first-winter BONAPARTE'S GULL was one of hordes that frequent the shores 
and inlets of Northumberland Strait every autumn. [Photo Ken McKenna] 

numerous Ring-billed Gulls at the 
Antigonish sewage ponds, Nov. 24, and 
everyone on the NSBS field trip enjoyed 
fine close-scope views of the Eurasian 
visitor. I have little cogent to say 
regarding RING-BILLED GULLS; they 
were reported widely, and occasionally in 
impressive numbers, such as 100+ at the 
Wolfville Sewage Ponds, Oct. 28 (RBS), 
and 300+ at Ogdens Pond, Nov. 24 (BLM 
et al.), with a further 200+ in Antigonish 
Hbr. and approaches. In most of the 
province, particularly the edges, Ring
billed Gulls are scarce but routine, with 
reports of ones and twos from Long I. 
(Digby Co.), Brier I., CSI, Seal I., 
lngonish Bay, etc. (var. obs.). Counts in 
the double digits are routine in the metro 
area. 

HERRING GULLS were omnipresent. In 
the face of such a warm autumn, it should 
be no surprise that ICELAND GULLS 
seemed late arriving, with the first report 
Oct. 31 in Lockeport's Crescent Beach 
(DJC), and no concentrations anywhere 
by the end of the period. With one 
exception, all the LESSER 
BLACK-BACKED GULL sightings were 
in Kings Co., where up to four adult birds 
were noted, including an odd individual 
with flesh-coloured, as opposed to yellow
coloured, legs (RBS, BLF et al.). The 
exception was a 1st summer ( or 2nd winter) 
bird at Daniels Hd., CSI, Oct. 18 (1AM, 
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BEM). No GLAUCOUS GULLS were 
reported. GREAT BLACK-BACKED 
GULLS were omnipresent. 
BLACK-LEGGED KITTIWAKES were 
seen either in the Bay of Fundy, or en 
route, such as DHY' s count of a few 
hundred going south past Little Hbr., 
Nov.1. 

The only CASPIAN TERNS were two 
adults, Aug. 9, at Ogdens Pond, Jirntown, 
Ant. Co. (BLM et al.). There were two 
ROSEATE TERN reports from mid
August: one, Aug. 15, at Lower Rose Bay, 
Lun. Co. (JAH), and one, Aug. 19, at Port 
Joli, Queens Co. (FLL). There were only a 
couple of records submitted regarding 
COM. and ARCTIC TERNS, nothing to 
sink my teeth into, so on to alcids. 

No murres were reported, although I'm 
sure a few COM. MURRES must have 
been seen in the Bay of Fundy. The only 
RAZORBILL reported away from Fundy 
was a lone bird off Monks Head Beach, 
Ant. Co., Nov. 24 (NSBS). The only 
notable count of BLACK GUILLEMOT 
was off West Light, Brier I., Aug. 19, 
when LAL, PAC and ADL tallied 45 
birds. ATLANTIC PUFFINS were 
regular in the Bay of Fundy, with counts 
in the double digits on most whale 
watching trips. The best count away from 
Fundy was 50 heading south seen by 
DHY off Little Hbr., Nov. 1. n · 
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Doves Through Woodpeckers 
By Ian Mclaren 

We may think of ROCK DOVES as 
urban, but RCM and JPE were reminded 
otherwise Sept. 19, when "hundreds" 
were seen around cornfields, bridges, 
silos and barns near Shubenacadie. A 
WHITE-WINGED DOVE at Clam Pt., 
CSI, the 21st recorded in the province, 
only came to the attention · of local 
birders in early November, and was last 
seen Nov. 11 (MUN et al.), but had 
evidently been attending feeders from 
about Oct. 25 (fide John Waybret). As 
usual, MOURNING DOVES formed 
larger flocks as the season progressed. 
Several observers reported 6-12 birds at 
feeders in August-September, and 29 
were at JAH's feeders, Oct. 24 in 
Blockhouse, Lun. Co. Others reported 
similar flocks through November. A 
few have discovered the feeders in Pt. 
Pleasant Park, and 12 in Marlborough 
Woods, Nov. 1, were more than Judy 
MacLean had ever seen in south-end 
Halifax. Twenty migrants were on Seal 
I., Oct. 27-28 (BLM et al.). Apparently 
no BLACK-BILLED CUCKOO was 
noted this fall, and the reported 15 
YELLOW-BILLED CUCKOOS were 
fewer than we've come to expect in 
recent years. An early individual of the 
latter was on Brier I., Aug. 29 (ADL), 
there was a distinct peak of eight (five 
on Brier I.) during Thanksgiving 
weekend, and the latest was rescued 
from a cat and released (tailless) Nov. 6 
at Stonehurst, Lun. Co. (fide JAH). 

Six reports of eight GREAT HORNED 
OWLS were received. The Brier I. 
resident pair was heard hooting by 
several visitors. One produced a fine 
show for PLC .at dusk, Nov. 5. It 
perched on roadside spruces and, while 
"very aware of us," hooted loudly with 
its feathers expanded, tail raised and 
wings half opened, in a seemingly 
aggressive posture. The first SNOWY 
OWL was unusually early, Oct. 10 on 
CSI (MUN), and heralded numbers to 
come. By late November up to three had 
been seen around the Cape and The 
Hawk on CSI, two or three in Kings Co. 
(var. obs.), two off Canso (fide RFL); 
and at least five individuals elsewhere. 
BARRED OWLS were, as usual, seen 

or heard in better numbers than Great 
Homed Owls - twelve reports of about 
20 individuals. In mid-November a pair 
returned as usual to BLF' s yard and sat 
in a tree watching for him to bring food. 
We don't always get good views of the 
elusive LONG-EARED OWL, but on 
Sept. 21 one posed nicely for June Swift 
on Brier I. (see photo), and another 
Nov. 4 at South Side Hbr., Ant. Co., 
circled several times overhead, giving 
RFL and Keith Jensen "an amazing 
experience." The only reported 
SHORT-EARED OWLS were two at 
Belleisle Marsh, Anna. Co., and one at 
Grand Pre, Sept. 12 (BBT); I've heard 
that others were noted in their usual 
haunts. On Sept. 12, RFL was able to 
produce a calling N. SAW-WHET 
OWL for "a cousin from Europe, who 

was suitably impressed" At about the· 
same time one at Portuguese Cove, 
HRM, was providing Hans Toom "'with 
wake up service at 5 AM [at] no 
charge." A freshly dead N. Saw-whet at 
Pembroke, Yar. Co., Nov. 18 (MUN) 
was hopefully not a portent of 
something like last winter's big die-off. 

There was some attention to COM. 
NIGHTflAWKS by a number of 
reporters. Four overhead Aug. 4 at 
Tremont, Kings Co. (SLH), may have 
been a hint of early migration. This was 
in full swing Aug. 11 with 35 flying 
over Blockhouse Hill, Lun. Co. (JAH). 
On Aug. 14, 40 were over Kempt, 
Queens Co. (MCN), 50-100 were over 
Elmsdale, Hants Co. (JPE), and Aug. 
19, 71 were over Masons Beach Rd., 

A rarely photographed LONG-EARED OWL was encountered Sept. 20 near N. Light, Brier 
I. [Photo June Swift] 
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Lun. Co. (JAH). The latest reported 
were three in Yar. Co., Aug. 29 (PRG), 
although others should have lingered 
beyond this data. JAH observed among 
the nighthawks over Masons Beach Rd. 
Aug. 19 "one or maybe two birds that 
were more chunky, having sturdier, 
shorter wings [and] were more rusty ... 
and had a more rounded tail .•. " [and 
that] "we determined to be WHIP
POOR-WILLS." Such daylight flight 
would seem unusual, but perhaps they 
were infected by the migratory urgency 
of their relatives. We received little 
information on concentrations of 
CHIMNEY SWIFI'S, apart from 49 at 
the Temperance St. chimney Aug. 4 
(KJM); perhaps we'll have fuller reports 
for the next issue. RCM reported on a 
solitary pair that has nested for the last 
three years in chimneys of a previously 
unoccupied house near Shubenacadie. 
The first young flew Aug. 1 and was 
soon followed by three others. They and 
the ads. were last seen Aug. 20. We had 
no later reports. 

Judy Tufts suggested on NatureNS that 
people e-mail their late sightings of 
RUBY-THROATED 
HUMMINGBIRDS and these gave us a 
good assessment of departure patterns. 
Last sightings of males ( 11 reporters) 
ranged between Aug. 22 and Sept. 8 
(SEM), and of fems. or imms. (13 
reporters) between Aug. 28 and Sept. 
24; the last was in the garden of LPP, 
who had taken in the feeder but 
promptly put it back when the hummer 
appeared. Of course, later hummers 
need to be identified critically. This 
year's exotic was a young, male 
RUFOUS HUMMINGBIRD, one of 
our more regular western strays: It 
appeared Oct. 22 in the yard of Barbara 
and Lawrence Wilson at Liscomb, 
Guys. Co., and disappeared after Nov. 
4. Photos by KJM show extensive 
rufous appearing in its green back 
plumage, to the extent that the much 
less probable Allen's Hummingbird can 
be excluded (not impossible, given 
records in eastern U.S.A.). 

The 25 or so reports of BELTED 
KINGFISHERS reveal nothing of 
concentrations or trends, but perhaps the 
CBC's will give us an indication of the 
latter. JET saw one poor bird Nov. 25 
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being pursued down Bear R. by crows 
intent on filching its prey. 

An imm. RED-HEADED 
WOODPECKER at Little Hbr., Shel. Co. 
(DHY) and another next day at JON's 
feeder on CSI apparently did not stay 
long, and another appearing Oct. 26 at 
Louisbourg was not seen after Oct. 31 
(var. obs.). This autumn's ouly reported 
RED-BELLIED WOODPECKER was a 
fem. that struck a window in Mahone Bay 
(see photo) Nov. 6, and disappeared, 
appearing again from about Nov. 20 
(JAH et al.). Three YELLOW-BELLIED 
SAPSUCKERS were noted in August
September. One imm. attended MUN's 
butterfly feeder (bananas) on CSI, Oct. 3-
7, another (?) was on CSI, Oct. 12-13 
(MUN), one was on BPI in mid-October 
(fide GRM), and the latest was at 
Tremont, Kings Co., Oct. 21 (SLH); these 
are as expected for last sightings. A half
dozen reports of about 15 DOWNY and 
11 HAIRY WOODPECKERS were as 
usual. PLC was interested to see a family 
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group of each species feeding together on 
honeysuckle benies, Aug. 11 at Uniake 
Estate. Although they are found widely in 
the province throughout the year, 
BLACK-BACKED WOODPECKERS 
are sufficiently uncommon to attract 
attention. At least two young were still in 
their nesting area near Shubenacadie, 
Aug. 4 (RCM), and three birds were 
reported subsequently from that area 
(BLF, HAB, SEM). There were the usual 
casual reports of N. FLICKERS, with no 
indication of abundance relative to other 
years. The CBCs will tell us if more than 
usual remained behind this winter. Seven 
reports of eleven PILEATED 
WOODPECKERS were about as usual. 
Some concern was expressed on 
NatureNS about a decline of in this 
species, but others disputed this. In late 
July and early August, a fem. fed suet to a 
squawking juv. male in Denise Parsons' 
garden in Hammonds Plains, HRM. One 
ad., Sept. 27 in Anna. Co., flew parallel to 
MCN' s car at about 60 kph for about 10 
sec. - a good clip indeed. Jl 

This exceptionally fine closeup of a fem. RED-BELLIED WOODPECKER, was possible 
because it had just been released from care after a Nov. 6 collision with a window in 
Mahone Bay. Fortunately it recovered and returned later in the month to forage at Joan 
Hubley's feeders and in the large trees in the area. [Photo Joyce Allen] 
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Flycatchers Through Thrushes 
By Andy Horn 

Most OLNE-SIDED FLYCATCHERS 
were seen during their peak of 
migration, toward the end of August, so 
if one at Pubnico Pt., Sept. 30 was late 
(RSD), a well-described bird at Brier I., 
Nov. 4-5 (PLC), was remarkably so. An 
E. WOOD-PEWEE found Oct. 26 at 
The Hawk (MUN) was the latest by 
over a month; others were seen in ones 
and twos throughout August. 
YELLOW-BELLIED FLYCATCHERS 
were well reported throughout August, 
the high count being nine on Brier I., 
Aug. 25. Reports tailed off by early 
September. ALDER FLYCATCHERS, 
as usual, moved through slightly earlier 
and in more impressive numbers, 
peaking at Brier I. with over 15, Aug. 
20 and over SO, accompanied by a large 
movement of warblers, Aug. 25 (LAL, 
PAC, ADL). Only one WILLOW 
FLYCATCHER is all that can usually 
be expected; this year one, undescribed 
but calling, was reported from Port Joli, 
Queens Co., Aug. 20 (FLL). LEAST 
FLYCATCHERS yielded widespread 
reports of one or two birds across 
similar dates, although one may have 
been seen as late as Dec. S at Schooner 
Pond, CB Co. This individual could 
have been a more exotic Empidonax; 
Dusky Flycatcher was one possibility. 
In the end, admirably, caution won the 
day and the bird remains an Empidonax 
sp. (DBM, RWK). 

EASTERN PHOEBES, as . usual, 
yielded only a handful of reports, 
ending in late October at Hartlen Pt., 
Oct. 24 (AGH) and Seal I. (BEM) and 
Melbourne, Y ar. Co., Oct. 28 (PRG, 
RSD). The only GREAT CRESTED 
FLYCATCHER reported was at CSI, 
Sept. 3 (PRG, RSD). 

Five W. KINGBIRDS is a respectable 
total for any fall. This year two were in 
Lockeport, Shel. Co. (DJC) from Oct. 
28 to Nov. 14, and single birds were 
seen at Lower Eel Brook, Y ar. Co., 
Aug. 26 (PRG), Little Liscomb, Guys. 
Co., Nov. 4 (KJM, Jeannie McGee) and 
Daniels Hd., CSI, Oct. 31-Nov. 4 (PRG, 
RSD, MUN). The ten reports of E. 
KINGBIRDS came mainly from the end 

Although outclassed by a much rarer flycatcher this autumn, this errant WESIBRN 
KINGBIRD was near Llscomb, Guys. Co., No. 4. [Photo Ken McKenna] 

of August; one from Sept. 10, at 
Lockeport, Shel. Co. (DJC), was the 
latest by a week. NORTHERN 
SHRIKES first arrived in September in 
Lakeville, Kings Co. (RBS) and late 
October in Apple R., Cum. Co. (KFS), 
both birds staying for at least several 
weeks, by which time the species was 
appearing at several other locations. 

WHITE-EYED VIREOS are always a 
treat, with only a few seen each fall. 
This year records come from Hartlen Pt. 
(CSS) and Brier I., Sept. 24 (CLS fide 
DOU) and Oct. 7 (var. obs.). BLUE
HEADED VIREOS were as prominent 
as ever among our summering avifauna, 
but also frequently linger late into the 
fall, as did one at Brier I. until at least 
Nov. 4 (PLC), another in Halifax until 
at least Nov. 24 (DOU), and two in 
Dartmouth Nov. 29 (1AM). The two 
WARBLING VIREOS reports this fall, 
both from CSI, Sept. 15 (RBS) and Oct. 
10 (MUN), are consistent with their 
rarity here, but surely there are more 
PHILADELPHIA VIREOS about than 
the reports would indicate. Only three 
were reported: one singing at the 
Whitman Inn, Queens Co., Aug. 30-
Sept. 2 (BLM), an imm. at Brier I., Aug. 
30 (LAL, PAC, ADL), and another 
there, Sept. 29 (MUN, CST). Not 
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unexpectedly, their acoustic doubles, 
RED-EYED VIREOS, were well 
represented in late summer reports, as 
well as in the usual late records. An 
impressive high count, over 20, was 
made at the northern tip of Brier I., Aug. 
30 (LAL, PAC, ADL). Late birds were 
found at Harten Pt., Oct. 24 (AGH), 
Dartmouth, Oct. 29 (DAC, PMC), and 
Halifax, Nov. 14 (TEP). 

GRAY JAYS were sighted singly or in 
small groups in typical wooded 
locations throughout the province this 
fall (var. obs.). BLUE JAYS, on the 
other hand were in large numbers 
everywhere, especially in September: 
''There seem to be more this year than 
ever before. They are in the woods, 
villages, fields (RCM, JPE)." An 
especially spectacular fall out occurred 
on Brier I., Sept. 29, when persistent NE 
winds held back thousands. "At times it 
seemed like it was 'raining' Blue Jays 
(RBS)." JAH counted 1,200 between 
there and Blockhouse, Lun. Co. They 
were "ubiquitous" in Kings Co., too 
(JCT, JET). 

AMERICAN CROWS were in typical 
numbers, building up to several 
thousand at the Kentville roost by mid
November (RBS). Two were caught 
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trying to break into a car at a high 
school parking lot in Greenwich, Kings 
Co. The witness testified that one 
suspect was "on the roof of the car, 
another trying to get through the closed 
car window. It must have wanted 
something seen inside the car (BLF)." 
COMMON RA VEN reports included 
some interesting observations. MCN 
noted from Sandy Bottom L., Anna. 
Co., "When I have compost to put out in 
the pile at the end of the field (300' 
from the house) I do so first thing in the 
morning and they are always there 
within five minutes." Such industry and 
intelligence may be borne of necessity. 
"Are they hard up for food? There 
certainly seems to be less road kill 
around here in the last year or two". 

HORNED LARKS were reported 
beginning Sept. 29 at Schooner Pond, 
CB Co. (SEM) and building to good 
numbers in open areas across the 
province by late October. For example, 
they were found all over Grand Pre, 
Oct. 27 (JCT) and about 30 were at 
Pinkneys Pt., Yar. Co., Nov. 12 (PRG). 

A TREE SW ALLOW reported from 
Oarks Hbr., Shel. Co., Nov. 3 (David 
Chase fide CST) stood out from the 
more usual August and early September 
reports. No N. ROUGH-WINGED 
SW ALLOWS were reported this fall, 
although BANK SW ALLOWS were 
well represented through August and 
last reported Sept. 2 at CSI (JAH). The 
high count was 50 at Belleisle Marsh, 
Anna. Co., Aug. 1 (BLM). Single 
CLIFF SW ALLOWS, Oct. 21 at Brier I. 
(TEP) and Nov. 10 at Hartlen Pt. (TIA) 
were much later than normal. Fully 105 
nests of this species were counted at the 
hangars at Halifax International Airport 
(DHH). Most BARN SW ALLOWS 
showed similar dates to Tree and Cliff 
Swallows. The last of the main 
migration was at South Side Hbr., Ant. 
Co., Sept. 29 (RFL). Outliers included 
two at Clarks Hbr., Shel. Co., Nov. 2 
(MUN) and one at New Minas, Kings 
Co. Nov. 4 (JWW), but most 
remarkable was an individual watched 
extensively at Louisbourg, CB Co., 
Nov. 21-24 (Carter Stevens, HOS). 

Some reported usual numbers of 
BLACK-CAPPED CHICKADEES, 
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EAS1ERN PHOEBES, like this one that hung around the "North Home" on Seal I. Oct. 27-
28, often favour artificial structures, and may nest on bridges and buildings. Presumably 
their original habits of nesting on rocky ledges pre-adapted them to this association with 
humans. [Photo Ian McLaren] 

though to others ''they seem to be 
everywhere this fall (RCM, JPE)." 
Certainly large numbers were in Kings 
Co. in late October, when 100-120 were 
seen on the 26th between the Cornwallis 
and Habitant R., and flocks of 30 were 
seen at two other nearby sites (JCT, 
JET). No doubt a movement was 
involved, as AAM observed large 
numbers moving with Blue Jays toward 
the tip of Cape Split, apparently trying 
to fly to NB against strong winds on 
Oct. 21. BOREAL CHICKADEES are 
often hard to find, making totals of 20, 
Aug. 7 on Benjies L. trail, CBHNP, and 
10, Aug. 30 on the Blanche Peninsula, 
Shel. Co. (BLM), good finds. This 
species showed the sort of migratory 
restlessness more often seen in Black
capped Chickadees when, on Seal I., 
Oct. 25-28, "large groups of up to 25 
[were] rising from the trees and 
seemingly setting out on a flight, then 
settling back, to repeat the process 
(IAM)." 

Reports of big numbers of RED
BREASTED NUTHATCHES, 
suggesting migratory movements, 
included over 35, Aug. 18 and over 75, 
Aug. 25 on Brier I. (LAL, PAC, AOL), 
as well as 25, Oct. 27-28 on Seal I. 
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(BLM, 1AM, JOW). Their larger cousin, 
the WHITE-BREASTED NUTHATCH, 
seemed to be consolidating its toehold 
in the province, reported from seven 
widespread locations including 
Louisbourg, CB Co. (SEM) and 
showing for the first time ever (or, in 
one case, in 20 years) at three well
watched feeders across Hfx. Co. (EBB, 
AGH, BLM). As usual the dribble of 
BROWN CREEPER reports was likely 
more reflective of their secretive habits 
than of their abundance. 

A CAROLINA WREN in southend 
Halifax was a highlight for metro 
birders. First reported in late September 
as an unidentified bird, singing a loud, 
repetitive song, its identity wasn't 
confirmed until Oct. 10 (Judy McLean 
fide PLC), after it was enjoyed by a 
stream of birders throughout the fall. 
Another discovered in Dartmouth, Nov. 
18 (Denise Parsons) also stayed into the 
winter, but was less frequently reported, 
as was true of a HOUSE WREN in 
Halifax, first reported Nov. 17 (TEP). 
WINTER WRENS were poorly 
reported despite their abundance, with 
only twice as many reports as for the 
more infrequent MARSH WREN, 
which was seen Oct. 28 on Seal I. 
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(BLM, IAM, JOW), Nov. 10 at Hartlen 
Pt. (TIA), Nov. 25 at Three Fathom 
Hbr., Hfx. Co. (TEP), and Dec. 2 at CSI 
(JON). 

A flock of 120 GOLDEN-CROWNED 
KINGLETS on Seal I., Oct. 27, not 
surprisingly, looked like a migration 
peak (BLM, 1AM, JOW). RUBY
CROWNED KINGLETS petered out by 
Oct. 28, when two were seen on Seal I. 
(BLM, IAM, JOW). Later individuals 
were seen Nov. 4 on Brier I. (PLC) and 
Nov. 24 in Dartmouth (TEP). A few 
BLUE GRAY GNATCATCHERS 
show up each fall, although relatively 
few were formally reported this year: 
Sept. 9 in Halifax (C. Helleiner), Sept. 3 
at Schooner Pond, CB Co. (ALM, 
CAM, SEM), Oct. 22 at Pennant Pt., 
Hfx. Co. (TEP, FLL), and, remarkably, 
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Nov. 19 at Broad Cove, Lun. Co. (SJF). 
A family of EASTERN BLUEBIRDS 
north of Kentville, lingered to late 
October (JCT, BLF) and, as the next 
issue will report, still later. Another five 
were still at Brier I. on Nov. 4 (RBS). 
Reports of most Catharus thrushes were 
disturbingly sparse. They included one 
VEERY, Aug. 20, Port Joli, Queens Co. 
(FLL) and one imm. at North Pt., Brier 
I., Aug. 31 (LAL, PAC, AOL). Two 
BICKNELL' S THRUSHES were 
reported, one heard Aug. 8, CBHNP 
(KJM, RFL, DOM) and one, Aug. 20, 
Port Joli, Queens Co. (FLL). One 
SW AINSON'S THRUSH window kill, 
Brier I., Aug. 20 (1AM) and a single 
Swainson's from North Pt., Brier I., on 
a number of days Aug. 20-31 (LAL, 
PAC, AOL) are all the records for this 
species. HERMIT THRUSHES were 

Mimics Through Warblers 
By Ken McKenna 

The EUR. STARLING seems to be 
thriving as large numbers were recorded 
this autumn in various parts of the 
province. A flock of 650 on Seal I., Oct. 
28, did not stay and according to IAM, 
"praise be". On seeing a large flock of 
several thousand, Nov. 3, at Abrams R., 
Y ar. Co., RSD felt the flocks were 
larger this fall than previous years. After 
four days hiking the interior of CBHNP 
however, a group led by RFL did not 
encounter a single Starling! 

All three regular mimic thrushes were 
recorded this period. Five GRAY 
CATBIRDS were seen from the Herbert 
R. trail, Hants Co., Aug. 6 (BLM) and 
three from Seal I., Oct. 27 (BLM, IAM, 
JOW). Three were also noted on Big. I., 
Pict. Co., Oct. 1, where they are not 
commonly observed. Robert Reid found 
a late Catbird at Waterside PP, Pict. Co., 
Nov. 5. There were widespread reports 
of N. MOCKINGBIRD throughout the 
reporting period. Reports were received 
from Louisbourg, The Hawk, First 
Peninsula, Lun. Co., Port Williams, 
Kings Co., Southampton, Cum. Co., 
Lockeport, Shel. Co., Kentville, 
W olfville, Seal I., Brier I. and Lower 
Eel Brook, Yar. Co. The family of 

BROWN THRASHERS, which 
successfully nested on The Hawk, was 
still present around house # 38 until 
Aug. 23. From Cape Breton, CAM 
found two, Oct. 1, at the Donkin mine 
compound, and Fred Greig managed to 
discover a "single at the Dingle", 
Flemming Park, Hfx. Co., Nov. 25 
prompting FLL to hope for it to stay for 
the upcoming CBC. 

I noted about 15 reports of AM. PIPIT. 
The first fall record was one, Sept. 12 at 
Pollys Cove, Hfx. Co., (BLM) and the 
next day, SEM found 15 at the Port 
Morien Bar, CB Co. A large flock of 
70-80 was at Grand Pre, Kings Co., Oct.· 
3 (JCT). By late October, BOHEMIAN 
WAXWINGS started to trickle in with 
FLL et al. finding two at Sandy Cove, 
Hfx. Co., Oct. 28. Flocks became more 
widespread, particularly in the northern 
mainland, in November with the NSBS 
field trip participants discovering a 
flock of several hundred feeding on 
hawthorns at the Tim Hortons near the 
hospital in Antigonish, Nov. 24. 
CEDAR WAXWINGS were on the 
move in August with 50 on Brier I., 
Aug. 3. PLC had three at Conrose Field, 
HRM, Nov. 16 and a search of flocks of 
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the exception to the rule, however, with 
reports of at least four lingering in 
metro Halifax into late November 
(RBS, RES, TEP, DAC); Christmas 
counts will no doubt yield more. Several 
were seen in late October, when most 
sightings were tailing off, in open fields 
around a house in Sandy Bottom L., 
Anna. Co., "'leaping' around - were 
they catching crickets, which were 
abundant (MCN)?" AMERICAN 
ROBINS showed in good numbers to 
the last week in October. No huge 
migrant flocks were reported, although 
in the first week of November, more 
than 50 were seen in Lower Prospect, 
Shel. Co. (BLM) and Apple R., Cum. 
Co. (KFS). One still singing at a cottage 
on Brier I., Sept. 2 (RBS), must have 
been a delight to the ear. ll 

Bohemian Waxwings in early 
December in Pict. Co. revealed a few 
Cedars in some of the flocks so I think 
some will be around this winter for the 
CBCs. 

Warbler migration had a couple of nice 
peak movements this year that were 
recorded by some observers lucky 
enough to be in migrant traps at the 
appropriate time. TEP reported an early 
wave at Hartlen Pt., Hfx. Co., Aug. 12 
with about 40 birds made up of Yellow, 
Black-throated Green, Parula, Redstart, 
Myrtle and Black and White. IAM had 
another good wave on Brier I., Aug. 20. 
LAL sent a report of his two-week trip 
to Brier I. in the latter part of August 
noting it ranked among the best he had 
encountered in 23 years of visiting the 
island at that time of year. "Following 
days of SW winds, a shift to the NW in 
the afternoon of Aug. 24 after a 
morning of rain began a small stream of 
raptors and in the early hours of Aug. 
25, thousands of smaller migrants 
dropped into the alders and spruces at 
the North Pt. of the island. Warblers 
were represented mostly by Magnolia, 
Black-throated Green, American 
Redstart and Common Y ellowthroat. 
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An unusually tame male BLACK-THROAIBD GREEN WARBLER was a treat for NSBS 
members on the CSI filed trip of Aug. 19. Perhaps it was exhausted upon reaching land after 
a long displacement over the sea. [Photo Joyce Allen] 

This was a day of quantity and not 
rarity." The spectacle was repeated 
again on Aug. 30 when a clear dawn 
with light NW winds brought warblers 
"in groups, in bunches and in gangs 
they moved ... Most of the 20 common 
species of warbler that can be found in 
NS had sent representatives." This 
autumn warbler report is boosted to 31 
species with the addition of some 
reverse migrants. 

Portuguese Cove was also the scene of 
another rarity, Sept. 18, when Hans 
Toom and Laura Elliot saw an adult 
male GOLDEN-WINGED 
WARBLER gleaning bugs from a birch 
only three metres from their kitchen 
window. TENNESSEE WARBLER is 
reported so rarely lately, it may actually 
be printed in bold font in future issues. 
LAL reports a single on Brier I., Aug. 
22 and TEP one at Sullivans Pond, Nov. 
10. On the other hand, I had about 15 
reports of ORANGE-CROWNED 
WARBLER many through the efforts of 
TEP who had numerous reports from 
the Halifax-Dartmouth· area through 
November. Early reports tended to be 
from outside the metro Halifax · area 
with the earliest, Aug. 26, from Sandy 
Bay beach, Queens Co., (JAH). CAM 
had a single on the road to the old mine 
at Schooner Pond, Oct. 11, and two, 
Oct. 13, from the same locale. KJM saw 
two on Sober I. Hfx. Co., Oct. 28, and 
one was recorded from the Nfld. Ferry 

by RWK et al., Oct. 29. BLF saw one in 
Lower Wolfville, Nov. 24. Most 
NASHVILLE WARBLER reports were 
from August and early September. JAH 
had two near Fishermans Reserve, Hfx. 
Co., Aug. 7 and four were noted by 
LAL, PAC, and AOL at North Pt., Brier 
I., Aug.30. A bright male on Seal I., 
Oct. 25 (IAM), had the markings of the 
western ridgwayi race. He noted the 
whitish belly, greyish back, yellowish 
rump and a habit of vigorous tail 
wagging. August 6, BLM reported four 
N. PARULAS from the Herbert R. 
Trail, Hants Co. Otherwise it seemed to 
be an underwhelming year for this 
warbler as only singles were noted on 
Brier I. in large warbler movements, 
Aug. 25 & 30 (LAL, PAC, AOL). The 
latest report was an imm. at Pennant Pt., 
Hfx. Co., Oct. 22 (Hans Toom, FLL). 

The bulk of the YELLOW WARBLER 
migration was in mid to late August. 
IAM tallied ten on Brier I., Aug. 20. 
Five were noted there during the Aug.30 
movement (LAL, PAC, AOL) and again 
by TEP, Sept. 17 & 18. No reports were 
received after the two at Lawrencetown, 
Hfx. Co., Sept. 27 (DMW). 
CHESTNUT-SIDED WARBLERS also 
moved out early. BLM reported three on 
the Kentville Ravine Trail, Aug. 5, and 
five on the Herbert R. Trail, Aug. 6. 
From Brier I., IAM saw five, Aug. 20, 
and LAL et al. had three, Aug. 25. Six 
on Big. I., Pict. Co., Aug. 27, were 
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likely migrants. The latest report was 
three at Goose Creek marsh, Yar. Co., 
Sept. 6 (PRG). BLF observed a male 
MAGNOLIA WARBLER feeding a 
young Brown-headed Cowbird, Aug. 
25, at Blomidon PP. Most Magnolias 
were ready to move south by this time 
with BLM noting six at Blanche 
Peninsula, Shel Co., Aug. 28; KJM 
seeing 12 at Big. I., Pict. Co., Aug. 27 
and LAL et al. noting 30+ during the 
large movement on Brier I., Aug. 30. A 
single bird was noted near 
Shubenacadie, Sept. 19 (RCM, JPE). 
The latest report was a single at 
Portuguese Cove, Nov. 4 (Hans Toom). 
Like the Tennessee, the CAPE MAY 
WARBLER had very few reports. TEP 
had one at APBS Aug. 9. Two were 
noted Aug. 24 from Brier I. (LAL, PAC, 
AOL). KJM saw five in the Trafalgar
Liscomb Game Sanctuary area, Sept. 8, 
BLM had one at Whites L., Sept. 11, 
and June Swift one on Brier I., Sept. 12. 
Three BLACK-THROATED BLUE 
WARBLERS were dissected from the 
large movement of warblers, Aug. 30 on 
Brier I. (LAL, PAC, AOL). KJM had a 
male and two fems. at Brier I., Sept. 23. 
The NSBS field trip to CSI tallied one, 
Oct. 7. One, sex not noted, became a 
patron of the Sou'Wester Restaurant 
and Gift Shop, Peggys Cove, Oct. 25, 
when it flew in after dark. It was 
successfully rescued. Lee Mawdsley 
noted one at Baileys Brook, Pict. Co., 
Nov. 4, but DAC and AZV had the 
honour of finding the latest reported, a 
male at the Fairview Cemetery, Hfx. 
Co., -Nov. 11. Only four YELLOW
RUMPED WARBLERS were seen in 
the large August 30th wave on Brier I. 
(LAL, PAC, AOL). By Sept. 17 & 18, 
TEP reported 200 from Brier I. October 
12, 75 were counted from Conrads I., 
Lower Rose Bay, Lun. Co. (JAH), and 
100 on Seal. I., Oct. 27 (BLM, IAM, 
JOW). DMW observed Myrtles eating 
bayberries, Oct. 8, at Lawrencetown and 
no doubt this berry will sustain a certain 
number in the province over the winter 
months. The major movement of 
BLACK-THROATED GREEN 
WARBLERS was mid-August to early 
September. IAM counted 20, Aug. 19, 
and 30, Aug. 20 on Brier I. CAM 
discovered one feeding young at Hartlen 
Pt., Hfx. Co. Aug. 29. The Aug. 30 
movement on Brier I. had 20 (LAL, 
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PAC, ADL) and RBS noted it was the 
most common warbler on the North Pt., 
Brier I., Sept. 2. The fateful Sept. 11 
will also be remembered by a busload of 
Elderhostel students led by JCZ when 
one of these warblers flew into the bus. 
The hitchhiker was captured, 
photographed and set free, There was a 
single late sighting on Seal I., Oct. 28 
(BLM). BLACKBURNIAN 
WARBLERS were sparsely reported. 
Four were seen on Brier I. by IAM, 
Aug. 20, and two were reported Aug. 30 
(LAL, PAC, ADL). Elsewhere, KJM 
saw two, Sept. 17, at the Pictou Lodge, 

A YELLOW-THROATED 
WARBLER was found at The Hawk, 
CSI Oct. 26 & 27 (JON, SAN). Another 
described as yellow-lored and having a 
large bill was found cavorting with 
chickadees at 207 Windmill Rd., 
Dartmouth from Nov. 3-10 (CSS, CLS). 
There were about eight reports of PINE 
WARBLER. The earliest sighting was 
on the NSBS field trip to CSI, Aug. 19, 
followed closely by one, Aug. 20, on 
Brier I. (IAM). Others were seen, Sept. 
16, at Pennant Pt., Hfx. Co. (Hans 
Toom); Oct. 7, Brier I. (NSBS); Nov. 4, 
along the road to the mine at Schooner 
Pond, CB Co. (CAM); Nov. 22 at the 
feeder in the yard of CAM, CB Co.; and 
finally Nov. 23 in Mahone Bay (Joyce 
Allan fide JAH). I noted ten reports of 
PRAIRIE WARBLER totalling 13 birds 
with 1AM reporting the first, Aug. 20, 
from Brier I. An imm. male was seen 
Aug. 28 on Brier I. (LAL, PAC, ADL). 
Dave Ingram had one, Sept. 16, at 
Southwest Margaree. Elsewhere reports 
covered an ad. fem. along the road to 
the mine at Schooner Pond, Sept. 24; 
The Hawk, Sept. 29; Brier I., Sept. 29; 
three on CSI, Oct. 7 (NSBS); and a fem. 
and an imm. along the road to the mine 
at Schooner Pond, Oct. 11. The latest 
report came again from The Hawk, 
Nov. 24 (PRG, RSD). A couple of imm. 
PALM WARBLERS ventured early 
onto Brier I. with one each of Aug. 23 
& 24 (LAL, PAC, ADL). The bulk of 
the eastern race was migrating in early 
to mid-September. KJM tallied 50 in the 
Lome-Trafalgar area, Pict., Guys. and 
Hfx. Cos., Sept. 8; a large number at 
Taylor Hd. PP, Sept. 20 (TEP) and 10+ 
at Apple R., Cum. Co., Sept. 29. As the 
season progressed, a number of the 
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western race (palmarum) were 
observed: Oct. 27 (one) and Oct. 28 
(two), Seal I. (IAM, BLM); one Cape 
Light, Nov. 5, Shel. Co. (GDE, JCZ). 
Single BAY-BREASTED WARBLERS 
were at the North Pt. on Brier I., Aug. 
19 & 30 (LAL, PAC, ADL). Pubnico Pt. 
hosted a couple, Sept. 9 (RSD). IAM 
had ten BLACKPOLL WARBLERS, 
Aug. 20, from Brier L Other good-sized 
groups were 11 on Sober I., Sept. 3; 40 
at Whites L., Sept. 18; 75, Sept.19 from 
the Mines Rd. near Martinique, Hfx. 
Co., as well as large numbers the 
following day at Taylor Hd. PP. A few 
stragglers were reported into October. 
In the large flock of birds on Brier I., 
Aug. 30, ELM discovered an imm. fem. 
CERULEAN WARBLER, which he 
described as "very obscure". Likewise, 
from CB Co., Sept.26, CAM reported a 
first fall fem. at the South Hd. of Port 
Morien Bay (where the brook runs into 
Campbells Pond), 

On Aug. 27, KJM found 10 BLACK 
AND WHITE WARBLERS on Big. I., 
Pict. Co. and a similar number were in 
the wave of birds from Brier I., Aug. 30 
(LAL, PAC, ADL). A dozen were 
spotted at Goose Creek Marsh, Y ar. 
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Co., Sept. 6 (PRG) and five were on 
Brier I., Sept. 17 & 18 (TEP). A 
snapshot of AM. REDST ART migration 
from Brier I. could be extrapolated from 
the 12 seen Aug. 20 (1AM), 15+, Aug. 
25 (LAL, PAC, ADL) and six, Aug. 30 
(LAL, PAC, ADL). A late Redstart was 
reported from Dartmouth, Nov. 10, 
found while searching for the Yellow
throated Warbler (DOU). 

One or two OVENBIRDS were seen the 
last couple of days of August at West 
Pubnico, (PRG, RSD) and at Brier I., 
(LAL, PAC, ADL). A late Ovenbird 
was reported from Brookdale Dr., 
Dartmouth, Nov. 4 (TEP). Along the 
creeks of the interior of CBHNP, N. 
WATERTHRUSH was commonly 
found still on territory in early August 
(RFL et al.). Ten were counted, Aug. 
26, at Brier I. (LAL, PAC, ADL). 

In mid-October a CONNECTICUT 
WARBLER was seen by JUM in Glace 
Bay. Early August reports of 
MOURNING WARBLERS from both 
CBHNP and Cape George, Ant. Co. 
were indicative of birds probably 
completing the breeding cycle. A 
fledgling was seen Aug. 7 in bushes on 

This "Audubon's Warbler" was among the more interesting warblers that lingered at the end 
of autumn (of which more in the next issue). It was the first to be photographically 
confirmed in Nova Scotia. Even in this black and white photo, its evenly gray face without 
an "eyebrow," but with prominent eye crescents, and the lack of "wrap-around" pale throat 
(yellow in the original) mark it as an "Audubon's." This western group of subspecies of the 
Yellow-rumped Warbler is probably slated to be "re-split" from the Yellow-rumped (i.e., 
Myrtle) as a full species. Other photos confirm it as a first-winter male. It was photographed 
in Pt. Pleasant Park, Halifax, Dec. 12. [Photo Ian McLaren] 
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the edge of Blois Rd. near Shubenacadie 
(RCM, Sharon MacPhee). A Mourning 
Warbler was seen from the Cape Light, 
Oct. IO. On a trip to the barrens in the 
interior of CBHNP in early August, 
COM. YELLOWTHROAT was the 
most numerous bird encountered (RFL 
et al.). On Brier I., IAM had 30, Aug. 

. 20, LAL et al. had 15+, Aug. 30 and 
TEP saw 20, Sept 17 & 18. 

HOODED WARBLERS were noted 
from Brier I., (imm. fem.), Aug. 30 
(LAL, PAC, ADL), from Hartlen Pt., 
Sept. 24 (CLS fide DOU), and at 
Schooner Pond, CB Co., Oct. 20 (imm. 
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male) by RWK. A WILSON'S 
WARBLER was seen Aug. 7 from 
Benjies L. Trail, CBHNP (BLM). 
August 25, seven were migrating on 
Brier I. (LAL, PAC, ADL) and TEP had 
three at that location in mid-September. 
ELM had one with brilliant, golden
yellow below and strikingly dusky, 
green above that he suspected was the 
western race. It was observed Oct. 28 at 
LaHave village. Suzanne Borkowski 
hosted an ad. male in her back yard in 
Clayton Park, Hfx. Co., Nov. 22. A 
CANADA WARBLER was seen by 
TEP at APBS, Aug. 9, and all other 
reports were migrants through Brier I. 

Tanagers Through House Sparrows 
By David McCorquodale 

Arguably, this was a typical Nova 
Scotia autumn for this group of birds. 
There were waves of migrants moving 
south, incursions by some northern 
finches, a dearth of other species from 
the north, regular vagrants made their 
appearances and then, a few spectacular 
surprises. Sounds like what we expect in 
the fall. 

The story on tanagers was the 
spectacular, even unprecedented, 
concentration in Canso in late 
November into early December 
(Stephen Bushell). A SUMMER 
TANAGER, a SCARLET TANAGER 
and the rarest, a W. TAN AGER, some 
reports suggest two, were all frequenting 
the yard of Rose Ann McMullen and 
Harry Delorey in the town - three 
tanagers in one day, in one place, in 
Nova Scotia. Elsewhere, it was also a 
good fall for tanagers, if not quite as 
spectacular as in Canso. There were two 
other Summers, one in early October on 
a NSBS trip on Brier I. and another that 
survived into early November in 
Portuguese Cove (Richard Hatch, Hans 
Toom, FLL). The first Western of the 
fall was in north end Halifax, Nov. 22 
(IAM) and it may have lingered for a 
week. It was also a good fall for 
Scarlets, with at least three in the last 
ten days of October: two in HRM and 
one on CSI (MAB, FLL, JON) and one 
making it to the Nov. 3 weekend at 
Musquodoboit Hbr. (Ron Gallant fide 
PLC). 

The first two E. TOWHEES of the fall 
arrived as expected in October, one on 
CSI and the other on Seal I. (MUN, 
BLM, JOW, IAM). In November at 
least another three arrived, one in 
Wilmot, Anna. Co. (Arthur Peck), 
another in Dartmouth (Elizabeth Cruz) 
and the last, which lingered into early 
December, in L' Ardoise, Rich. Co. 
(Weldon MacPhail). 

There were few reports of AM. TREE 
SP ARROWS in mid-October when they 
usually arrive. However by early 
November they were widespread, with 
many reports of a few to a few dozen in 
weedy fields and near feeders. 
Concentrations of migrant CHIPPING 
SPARROWS were noticed in Pict., Yar. 
and Digby Cos. in late September. 
Another pulse of migrants was on Seal I. 
in late October (BLM, IAM, JOW). 
Through November a few individuals 
lingered in Pict. Co. and especially in 
the southern end of the province. As 
expected most reports of CLAY -
COLOURED SP ARROW were in 
October and very early November. In 
the fall it can be difficult to distinguish 
them from the very similar Chipping 
Sparrow. This year there were five, the 
earliest Oct. 11 at Little Hbr., Shel. Co. 
and the latest, two, Nov. 4: one in Bisset 
L. Park, HRM and another on CSI 
(DAC, JON, MUN). There were also at 
least five FIELD SPARROWS in 
October and November. All except the 
latest, Nov. 18 at Tufts Cove, HRM 
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with five, Aug. 20 (1AM), two, Aug. 25, 
and three, Aug. 30. (LAL, PAC, ADL). 
Our largest warbler, the YELLOW
BREASTED CHAT was either quite 
conspicuous this autumn or our 
searchers are developing a great ability 
to home into the fall hiding places of 
this regular reverse migrant. There were 
over 20 reports from varied locations-

. Louisbourg, Kentville, Blanche, Broad 
Cove, Lower West Pubnico, Brier I., 
Grand Desert, The Hawk, Little Hbr., 
Portuguese Cove and many metro 
Halifax locales. ll 

(1AM), were in Shel. Co. There were 
only two reports of VESPER 
SPARROW, one hung around CSI for 
the first half of September and another 
was found near Black R., Kings Co., 
Oct. 11 (BLF). LARK SP ARROWS 
often arrive early in the fall, as they did 
this year with the first, Sept. 7, at 
Schooner Pond, CB Co. (SEM, ALM, 
CAM). A second was on CBI, at Cape 
North, Vic. Co., Sept 25, before the first 
of six were found on the mainland, from 
Durell I., Guys. Co. (fide Stephen 
Bushell) to Halifax (Cindy Staicer, 
David Spector) to CSI where one was 
found on a NSBS trip, Oct. 24. 

SAVANNAH SPARROWS were 
widespread and common in the habitats 
they prefer, the dunes of coastal beaches 
and agricultural fields of the valley and 
western NS. Our own version of this 
species, Ipswich Sparrow, was first 
noticed on beaches near Halifax in late 
September. (EBB, 1AM). A pulse of 
migrants, as expected, was noticed in 
the third and fourth weeks of October 
along the southern beaches. A 
GRASSHOPPER SP ARROW in August 
is extremely unusual, most of our fall 
visitors arrive in October. However this 
year, a very early one spent a few days 
around Aug. 17 on CSI (JCZ, MUN). 

Through much of August NELSON'S 
SHARP-TAILED SPARROWS were 
still singing their buzzy, little song from 
salt marshes along the coast. Once they 
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stop singing they are difficult to find, At 
the very least it takes a little extra effort 
to tramp through the marshes. There 
were still at least 20 at Rainbow Haven, 
HRM, Sept. 30 (IAM, Dick Cannings, 
Michel Gosselin) and at least 8 at Lower 
Rose Bay, Lun. Co., Oct. 12 (JAH). 

FOX SP ARROWS were also still 
singing in late August from the deep 
south of BPI to the Cape Breton 
Highlands, For most of August and 
September there were few reports, 
except in places close to where they 
nest, such as Cape North, Vic. Co. (Fritz 
McEvoy). Starting in mid-October at 
Apple R. and then later in the month in 
Blockhouse, Lun. Co., Tremont, Kings 
Co. Louisbourg, and Brier I. (KFS, 
SLH, SEM, June Swift), a few started 
showing up on their southward 
migration. More were noticed in the 
Halifax area than usual through 
November (IAM) and even at month's 
end they were widespread across the 
province. SONG SP ARROWS were 
both numerous and widespread. 
Numbers peaked in Apple R., Cum. Co. 
in mid-October, dwindled to none by 
early November and then a couple 
showed up in late November (KFS). 
Near Oxners Beach, Lun. Co., one Song 
Sparrow became a meal for a Sharp
shinned Hawk (JAH) in early 
September. In early August a few 
LINCOLN'S SPARROWS were still in 
song in CBHNP (KJM, RFL, BLM). On 
the mainland, migrants were noticed 
mostly from mid-September in HRM 
(DOM, RMA, FLL) until mid-October, 
mostly in the extreme south (MUN). 
The last report was Oct. 27 on Seal I. 
(BLM, IAM, JOW), a typical date for 
the last report of the fall. In early 
August a few SW AMP SP ARROWS 
were still singing in Inv. Co. and by late 
November the stragglers that will 
probably attempt to overwinter were 
being found in patches of cattails from 
CBI through Halifax to the southern end 
of the province. 

As expected, WHITE-THROATED 
SP ARROWS were common and 
widespread for most of the fall. One 
landed on a boat off Brier I., Sept. 23 
(CAH), suggesting a migratory 
movement. Another pulse of migrants 
was noted on Thanksgiving weekend. 
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The first WHITE-CROWNED 
SP ARROW of the fall was fairly early, 
Sept. 13, in Portuguese Cove (Hans 
Toom). There were a few more in 
September and then as expected more in 
the first half of October including about 
a dozen on a NSBS on Brier I. on 
Thanksgiving weekend. Later in 
October there were a few of the western 
race, gambelii, including two on Seal I., 
Oct. 28 (BLM, IAM, JOW). By late 
November there were still a few 
lingering, one in Kings Co., and another 
in HRM (PES, Suzanne Borkowski). 

DARK-EYED JUNCOS were 
conspicuous, with their young late 
August, and along roadsides and at 
feeders throughout the fall. Numbers 
built up at feeders in Cum. Co. in late 
October and into November (KFS). 
Several observers noted large flocks in 
the first couple of weeks of November 
indicating southward migration. 

About two weeks earlier than average, 
although still a week later than the 
earliest ever, the first LAPLAND 
LONGSPURS were found Sept. 16 at 
Pennant Pt, HRM. (Hans Toom, FLL). 
For the rest of the fall, small flocks were 
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well as in agricultural fields. N. 
CARDINALS continue to thrive in 
several areas, including Yarmouth, 
Dartmouth, CSI, Brier I. and Kentville. 
In these locations they are almost 
routine. Elsewhere a fem. spent Oct. 21-
22 at a feeder in Apple R., Cum. Co. 
and then later in the fall made two more 
brief appearances in the area (KFS). 
Another was in Lower Rose Bay, Lun. 
Co and presumably the same individual 
was spotted in nearby Lockeport, Oct. 
21 (DJC, ELM, JAH). At least three 
were on Seal I. the last weekend of 
October (BLM, IAM, JOW). 

A pair of ROSE-BREASTED 
GROSBEAKS frequented a feeder in 
Tremont, Kings Co. in August (SLH). 
There were scattered sightings from 
HRM and CSI in September to mid
October. Two very late young males 
showed up on CSI, Nov. 28. (MUN). 
BLUE GROSBEAKS were a highlight 
on the NSBS trip to Brier I. 
Thanksgiving weekend. Later in 
October there was another at Keji 
Seaside Adjunct (TEP) and at the same 
time about four at a feeder on Durells I .• 
Guys. Co. (fide Steve Bushell). The 
latest, however, were on CBI with one 

This side-by-side photo of a FOX SPARROW (front) with an IPSWICH SPARROW shows 
their differences in colour and size. [Photo Ian McLaren] 

seen along the coast from Pictou south 
and in the fields near Grand Pre. The 
weekend of Oct. 27-28 brought the first 
SNOW BUNTINGS of the fall to Pict. 
(KJM), Kings (RBS), and Shel. Cos. 
(MUN, BLM), and to HRM (Hans 
Toom, FLL). Through November they 
were widespread in coastal locations as 
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in Louisbourg until Nov. 26 (SEM) and 
another in late November in L' Ardoise, 
Rich. Co. (Weldon MacPhail). The 
same feeder on Durells I. also hosted a 
few INDIGO BUNTINGS the third 
week of October. The first of the fall 
had been found in the last few days of 
September at Green Hill, Pict. Co. and 
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on Brier I. (KJM, MUN). At least one 
lingered until Oct. 28 at the Keji 
Seaside Adjunct (TEP). 

Again .this fall there were more than a 
dozen DICKCISSELS, about the same 
number of reports as the past three 
autumns. The first was early, Aug. 22, 
at Portuguese Cove (Hans Toom). The 
next were not found until Sept. 24 in 
Little Hbr., Shel. Co. and then two in 
Cape North, Vic. Co. (DHY, Fritz 
McEvoy). 

A couple of large concentrations of 
BOBOLINKS were noticed in mid
August, about 100 on the dykelands 
near Wolfville and at least 75 near 
Shaws L., HRM. (JET, Pat Whidden). 
The latest report was of a small flock on 
the Avon R. Causeway, Oct. 20 (SHA). 
After breeding, RED-WINGED 
BLACKBIRDS leave the cattails and, 
especially in the late fall, visit feeders. 
In Apple R., Cum. Co., numbers grew 
through late October and early 
November, peaked at 24, Nov. 13, then 
declined again through late November. 
During the last few days of November 
they were most noticeable in the south. 
For the third fall in a row there was only 
one report of E. MEADOWLARK. This 
year it was Nov. 16 in Port Clyde, Shel. 
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Co. (SAH). An ad. male YELLOW
HEADED BLACKBIRD was one of the 
highlights of a weekend birding on Seal 

· 1., Oct. 28 (BLM). In early August a 
RUSTY BLACKBIRD was still in 
nesting habitat near Cheticamp 
Flowage, Vic. Co. (RFL, KJM, DOM). 
Early migrants were in Port Joli, and 
Shel. Co. in the third week of August 
and Brier I. the last few days of 
September. The latest report was one for 
a few days around Nov. 22, at Sand L., 
CB Co. where it shared the feeder with 
a BREWER'S BLACKBIRD (SEM, 
HOS, ALM, CAM). Fall blackbirds can 
provide a tricky identification problem, 
here the side-by-side comparison made 
it much easier to recognize the 
difference in shape between the two. 
From August through to early 
November, COM. GRACKLE flocks in 
excess of 100 were widespread. In 
Apple R., Cum. Co. numbers visiting a 
feeder peaked at more than 150, Nov. 6, 
a week earlier than the peak in Red
wing numbers (KFS). By the end of 
November, numbers had dwindled 
everywhere, although stragglers were 
lingering and thriving from CBI to Shel. 
Co. Young BROWN-HEADED 
COWBIRDS were being fed by a male 
Magnolia Warbler in Blomidon PP, 
Aug. 25 (BLF). Young were also seen 

Unlike other "winter finches", PINE GROSBEAKS rarely mount large excursions out of 
their forest haunts in Nova Scotia, but this autumn there seemed to be more than usual 
roaming in flocks throughout the province. This one was eating berries near Portuguese 
Cove, HRM, Nov. 18 [Photo Karl Robinson] 
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regularly on CSI during the third week 
of August (MUN). There were scattered 
other sightings in Cum., Kings, Digby 
and Shel. Cos. through the fall .and a 
conspicuous absence of sightings from 
the NE mainland and CBI. 

An exceptionally early BALTIMORE 
ORIOLE was on the Hebert R. Trail, 
Aug. 6 (BLM). More typically, two 
arrived on Brier I., Aug. 30 (LAL, PAC, 
ADL) and then through September, 
especially mid-month, they started to 
make appearances across the province. 
Notable concentrations were on Brier I. 
the last few days of September. By late 
November many had found feeding 
stations where grapes, oranges and other 
goodies were on offer. 

The finch find of the fall was a 
CHAFFINCH in Clayton Park at the 
feeder of Suzanne Borkowksi, Nov. 27. 
This is the fourth NS record of this 
European vagrant, two previously in 
Halifax and one in May 1993 in Pict. 
Co. With a vagrant the question is 
always, how did it get here? Most 
Chaffinch records for North America 
are clustered in Atlantic Canada and 
northern New England suggesting that 
this one may have arrived under its own 
steam (1AM, David Christie). 

Through August and September it 
seemed PINE GROSBEAKS were 
scarce, with only one report from 
northern CBI (RFL, KJM, BLM, 
DOM). Then, starting in late October 
the sightings started, more than the past 
three falls combined. The phenomenon . 
was widespread with reports from 11 
different counties and resulted in 
dispersal to unusual places. For 
example, it was a first for CSI for 
MUN. Several observers noted that 
once they arrived they were seen 
regularly, almost daily. This movement 
out of traditional habitat contained a 
significant number of birds as shown by 
several flocks in excess of 20 
individuals. For PURPLE FINCHES the 
situation was almost the reverse. They 
were widespread and reasonably 
common in August and September. 
Huge numbers were on Brier I. in early 
October, and then numbers dwindled. 
By late November sightings were 
noteworthy, with most being at feeders 
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such as the two at Apple R., Cum. Co., 
Nov. 21 (KFS). In Yar. Co., HOUSE 
FINCHES are holding their own, while 
there were a couple of stragglers on CSI 
and in Barrington this fall (IAM, RMC). 

RED CROSSBILLS were widespread, 
with reports from seven different 
counties. Most were of only a few, a 
maximum of 20 on Seal I., Oct 28 
(BLM, IAM, JOW). There was not a 
massive invasion of WHITE-WINGED 
CROSSBILLS, but there were 
significant numbers around. Since there 
were lots around last fall, it is a bit 
surprising to have them around again. 
At least in CB there was a cone crop, 
although not one of the bumper crops 
we associate with invasions. Through 
August and September reports were 
sporadic, and then numbers built up. 
The peak was in early November when 
there were 100s in Guys. and Ant. Cos. 
in northern NS. Neither species of 
crossbill is known as a real feeder bird. 
My impression is that Reds frequent 
feeders more regularly than White
wings. This fall White-wings visited 
feeders in Apple R., Cum. Co., Sable 

Abbreviations 

Place Names 

APBS Amherst Point Bird 
Sanctuary 

CB Cape Breton 
CBHNP CB Highlands 

National Park 
CSI Cape Sable I. 
Hbr. Harbour 
Hd. Head 
HRM Halifax Regional 

Municipality 
I. Island, Isle 
Is. Islands, Isles 
L. Lake 
Lwr. Lower 
Mt. Mountain, Mount 
Mts. Mountains 
N.P. National Park 
P.P. Provincial Park 
Pen. Peninsula 
Pt. Point, not Port 
R. River 
The Cape Cape Sable 
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R., Shel. Co., Duncan Cove, Ant. Co., 
and Portuguese Cove, HRM (KFS, 
DHY, DOU, Hans Toom). Since most 
Reds prefer pine and White-wings 
prefer spruce and fir, it was unusual to 
see a small mixed flock as IAM did on 
Brier I., Aug. 20. 

As in the autumns of 1997 and 1999, 
there was an invasion by COM. 
REDPOLLS. As in those years the first 
were noted in the third week of October 
and then the larger flocks arrived in 
early November. Many were feeding on 
birch and alder seeds. This pattern of 
significant numbers every second year 
shows up pretty well in Christmas 
Counts in NS since at least 1990. While 
it is true that the magnitude of the 
invasion varies dramatically, and in 
alternate years there are usually a few 
redpolls, the pattern of significant 
numbers every other year is fairly 
robust. There were sightings of PINE 
SISK.INS around the province, with the 
only two sizeable flocks, 75 at Capstick, 
Vic. Co., Aug. 7 (BLM) and 50 on Seal 
I., Oct. 28 (BLM, IAM, JOW). 
AMERICAN GOLDFINCHES were 

Bird Names 

Am. American 
Com. Common 
E. Eastern 
Eur. European, Eurasian 
Mt. Mountain 
N. Northern 
s. Southern 
w. Western 

Other 

ad. adult 
BBS Breeding Bird Survey 
ca. circa (about, approxi-

mately) 
CBC Christmas Bird Count 
fem. female 
imm. immature 
juv. juvenile 
male (no abbreviation) 
MNRS Maritimes Nest 

Records Scheme 
var. obs. various observers 
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seen throughout the province, with the 
largest concentrations found at Sandy 
Cove, Digby Co., Sept. 1 (Rob and Chip 
Inkster), on Brier I. Thanksgiving 
weekend and in Kings Co. through 
much of the fall. There were more 
EVENING GROSBEAKS around this 
fall than any of the past three. A flock 
of 80 flying over Kentville, Sept 11 
(RBS), more than 20 regular at a feeder 
in Tremont, Kings Co. in September 
(SLH), 35 at a feeder in Apple R., Cum. 
Co., Nov. 1 (KFS), and 50 in Bear R., 
Anna. Co. (JET), give some idea of how 
common and widespread they were. 
October 20 RWK saw five small flocks 
come in over the ocean from the 
direction of Newfoundland at Schooner 
Pond, CB Co. However, in the days 
following there was no increase in 
sightings elsewhere. 

HOUSE SPARROWS were 
conspicuous in the urban habitats they 
prefer. An intriguing observation of a 
female with a feather in her bill, 
possibly nesting material, was made by 
BLF on the late date of Nov. 14 in 
W olfville. l:l'. 

Counties 

Anna. Co. Annapolis 
Ant. Co. Antigonish 
CB Co. Cape Breton 
Col. Co. Colchester 
Cum. Co. Cumberland 
Digby Co. Digby 
Guys. Co. Guysborough 
Hfx. Co. Halifax 
Rants Co. Rants 
Inv. Co. Inverness 
Kings Co. Kings 
Lun. Co. Lunenburg 
Pict. Co. Pictou 
Queens Co. Queens 
Rich. Co. Richmond 
Shel. Co. Shelburne 
Vic. Co. Victoria 
Yar. Co. Yarmouth 
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BBT 
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Wilson, Barbara & Lawrence 
Zodrow, Erwin 

Bausch & Lomb HDR scope, like new. The original price was $650.00. It has a 20-45X zoom and a wide angle eyepiece and a 
new Manfrotto Tripod valued at $200.00. Selling for $600 OBO as a package. Steven Hiltz, 902-634-4535, 
sbhiltz@altavista.com. 
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Book Review 
By Sabrina Taylor 

Who Killed the Great Auk? 
by Jeremy Gaskell; Oxford University Press. 238 pages. November 2000 
ISBN: 0-19-856478-3 
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As the title suggests, this book examines the extinction .of the almost mythical Great Auk. Drawing from a variety of sources, Jeremy 
Gaskell outlines the cultural and economic pressures in Britain, Iceland, and Canada that drove this bird to extinction. Ignorance of the 
species' breeding range, confusion with Antarctic penguins, collection of specimens by museums, and truly gruesome accounts of 
feather collecting are described as the principal reasons for the demise of the Great Auk. 

Overall, I enjoyed the rich detail and thoroughness of the book. The author provides direct quotes, potet¢.ally from every historical 
reference available, and gives a good sense of how people perceived the Great Auk. An interesting account of the first laws to protect 
birds is also given. 

However, two aspects of the book did not appeal to me. The author frequently alludes to other times, countries, and people when his 
focus is elsewhere, which creates a lot of confusion. Although he had described these things earlier, I usually I couldn't remember who 
or what he was referring to, because he didn't provided enough detail to jog my memory. This style also made the organization of the 
first few chapters rather unclear. Initially I thought the author was going to describe the bird's extinction country by country. Later I 
thought that he might be doing it chronologically. Finally I gave up trying to figure out his rationale. Luckily this problem was resolved 
for the latter half of the book. 

The detail on the last few Great Auk sightings was also excessive (an entire chapter), and in my mind, a weak point Apparently this is 
an issue of great controversy, but frankly, who cares who saw the last Great Auk? Despite these two minor problems, I would 
recommend this book, especially for those who enjoy a little history. 

6211A Pepperell St. 
Halifax, NS B3H 2Pl 

Field Trip Report 

The Hawk 
19 August 200 I, Leader: Murray Newell 

Bird Society field trips on Cape Sable Island, led by Murray Newell, are a regular feature on weekends through the year. There is much 
profitable scrutiny of water, mudflats, and scrubby thickets. [Photos (L) Joyce Allen, (R) Gisele d'Entremont] 
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Book Review 
By um Hoger 

A head to head review 

The Birder's Handbook 

NOVA SCOTIA BIRDS 

by P. Ehrlich, D. Dobkin, D. Wheye. Paperback - 785 pages (June 1988). Fireside; ISBN: 0-671-65989-8 

The Sibley Guide to Bird Life & Behavior 

Volume 44, Issue I 

Chris Elphick, John B. Dunning Jr., David Allen Sibley, eds. Hardcover - 588 pages. (2001). Knopf. ISBN 0-679-45123-4. 

Birds, more than just field marks. 

The first books in a birder's library will be field guides, enabling him or her to identify birds seen in the field. Soon, with 
growing interest and curiosity, one would like to know more about birds' lives, their ha~its, and their biology. 

One of the books which can fill this gap on the birder's bookshelf was first published in 1988. The Birder's Handbook offers 
information on almost 650 species that regularly breed north of Mexico. For each species, pictograms give one a first impression 
by categorizing the bird's habitat, nest type, egg type and numbers, diet, and foraging technique. Half a page of description gives 
more details on breeding, displayed behavior, the nest, the eggs, the diet, conservation, and other biological facts. References to 
more specialized literature and to related essays within the book conclude each species' account. 

Essays are the other ingredient to this book, taking up almost half of its close to 800 pages. All kinds of bird related topics are 
covered here in detail. Bird behaviour and biology, environmental factors and threats, conservation, and short biographies of 
famous birders are just examples of the topics covered, again all cross referenced to related essays within the book as well as 
specific literature. An extensive list of reference literature completes the high load of information carried in The Birder's 
Handbook. A trade off for this amount of information at a low price is the overall appearance of the book. Paperback, low 
quality paper, dense print and sparsely-used illustrations make the book somewhat unattractive and hard to read. 

The other book aiming in a similar direction is The Sibley Guule to Bird Life & Behavior, published in 2001. Totally different 
appearance: Hardcover, quality paper and print, and generous space management. This book is divided into two main sections; 
the first provides an overview of basic bird biology, while the second offers specific information to the bird families of North 
America. Topics covered in the first section include flight and feathers, physiology and anatomy, evolution and classification, 
behaviour, habitats and distribution, population and conservation. With all those topics written in a non-scientific, easy to 
understand language on barely 100 pages, it is obvious that one can just expect a basic introduction into bird biology issues. 

The family sections, as well as all the bird biology chapters, are written by more than 50 (!) contributing authors. Each bird 
family's description is broken down into topics such as taxonomy, food and foraging, vocalization, breeding, conservation, and 
for some families, additional topics covered include behaviour, migration, or variation. This approach on the family level may 
be suitable for some homogenous families, but has limitations in larger, more diverse families. References to the origin of 
wisdom and for further reading are not given in the book itself. They can currently be found on the book's web site. I consider 
this a drawback, even for a non scientific book, since not everybody has access to information on the internet. 

Both books offer a valuable second line of information and will fill a gap on every birder's bookshelf. However, in a head to 
head comparison, despite its cheap, crammed paperback appearance, The Birder's Handbook is still several lengths ahead of the 
high quality print and clear layout of the Sibley Guide. It simply offers more and more detailed information, and the species 
level approach is a stronghold with true in the field value. In my eyes, The Sibley Guide to Bird Life and Behavior can't keep 
up with the high standard set by its sibling, The Sibley Guule to Birds. Given similarities in title, and optical appearance, and the 
high price tag one is tempted to expect just that. 3:( 

Dept. Physiology and Biophysics 
Dalhousie University 
Halifax, B3H 4H7 
NovaScotia,Canada 
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200 I President's Report 
By Gisele d'Entremont 

Once again, the Bird Society has had a 
busy, enjoyable, and productive year. I 
feel very fortunate to be able to bring to 
you another positive Annual Report. Let 
me begin with some of the activities that 
have occupied your Executive. 

Its biggest, single undertaking this year, 
has been to take on responsibility for the 
Nova Scotia Piping Plover Guardian 
Program. Working with the Canadian 
Wildlife Service and the Department of 
Natural Resources, we were able to secure 
funding and in January, 2001 hired Anna 
McCarron as Program Coordinator. Anna 
has worked effectively with various 
government departments and community 
partners, secured funding through Nova 
Scotia Youth Corps to hire students, 
provided educational sessions, and 
coordinated volunteer guardians to protect 
this endangered species. Thank you Anna 
for your efforts. Two other persons 
deserve special mention: David Cunie for 
being the main link between the Guardian 
Program and the Executive and Bernice 
Moores for managing the finances of this 
program. 

Last year, I reported that working with 
Ted D'Eon, we secured a $4,000 grant 
from the Important Bird Areas (IBA) 
Community Action Fund to raise 
awareness of the endangered Roseate 
Terns nesting on Brothers Islands, off 
West Pubnico, in southwestern Nova 
Scotia. The project included the 
installation of an interpretive panel on the 
mainland, looking out towards the 
Brothers. This project has taken longer 
than originally anticipated. There has been 
tremendous volunteer effort on this 
project. Azor Vienneau generously 
donated his illustration, Larry Burke from 
Burke and Burke, a graphic design 
company, volunteered his expertise, and 
Ted D'Eon took on the leadership role. 
The landowner, Richard Cunningham, has 
generously given permission for access, a 
parking area, and use of his land, to install 
this sign. Staff from the Department of 
Natural Resources and the Canadian 
Wildlife Service assisted with the text and 
translation. The panel is now ready and 
Ted D'Eon is working with local people 

to construct a base and foundation for this 
sign. We are hoping to have this ready and 
on display in the near future. The panel 
itself is beautifully designed and very 
effective. 

In a related initiative, the Executive 
approved financial support to an IBA 
project on Cape Sable Island, under the 
leadership of Grant Milroy. This area 
qualifies as an IBA, because of the 
presence of nesting Piping Plovers, as a 
migratory stopover for Brant during the 
spring, and its overall significance during 
migration periods. 

This year, with Mary McLaren in the lead, 
we made a concerted effort to attract some 
of our former members to rejoin the 
Society. Along with a copy of the Winter 
2001 issue of Nova Scotia Birds, we 
included a cover letter updating past 
members on the present activities of our 
organization. This initiative proved 
worthwhile. The Society represents over 
500 members throughout the province. 

Most recently, the Executive has 
consented to coordinate the 2002 Annual 
Meeting of the Federation of Nova Scotia 
Naturalists. 

Finally, not all our initiatives have been 
fruitful. Some of you will remember that 
we were exploring with the Department of 
Natural Resources the establishment of a 
Wildlife Management Area around 
Hertford Island, one of the Bird Society's 
land holdings. Nothing has come of that. 

Now, let's move away from the Executive 
and on to more general issues. It is always 
interesting to review some of the many 
Society activities and key players in the 
past year. The Society co-hosted with the 
Museum of Natural History and the 
Canadian Wildlife Service a seven-part 
series of illustrated talks in the winter 
months, 2001. The guest speakers, all 
biologists with CWS, presented their work 
in monitoring and protecting various bird 
species that fall within the mandate of the 
North American Bird Conservation 
Initiative. The series, titled "Preserving 
Birds Here and There: The North 
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American Bird Conservation Initiative", 
was very well attended and provided 
tremendous learning for our members and 
the community. It is the third such series 
that Joan Waldron has organized on our 
behalf in recent years, in cooperation with 
the Museum. 

I would like to take this opportunity to 
express our appreciation to the Nova 
Scotia Museum for their support to our 
society over many years. We have again 
received a grant of $2,000 to help with the 
publication of Nova Scotia Birds. We also 
benefit from other services that the 
museum provides to support organizations 
interested in natural history. We look 
forward to our continued partnership in 
promoting the knowledge and 
conservation of birds within the province. 

We value having bird society meetings in 
different communities throughout Nova 
Scotia, recognizing that our membership 
comes from all comers of the province. 
This year, our November meeting will be 
held on Friday, November 23, 2001 in 
Antigonish, followed by :field trip(s) on 
the Saturday, the 24th• Randy Lauff has 
organized this event on our behalf, and 
has invited Tony Erskine to present at the 
Friday meeting. We are also hoping to 

have a meeting in late ApriVearly May, 
2002 in the Amherst area. Details will be 
published in the Winter 2002 issue of 
Nova Scotia Birds. 

Field trips are a very important part of our 
Society's activities by educating new 
birders, introducing members to new 
birding areas, and facilitating networking 
and friendship within our membership. 
About 30 Society-sponsored :field trips 
were held throughout the province this 
past year. A number of these were joint 
field trips with other naturalists groups. A 
word of appreciation to Peter Richard who 
has been our Field Trip Coordinator this 
year and to all the field trip leaders across 
the province. 

Randy Lauff and his team have to be 
commended for their excellent work on 
our publication Nova Scotia Birds. The 
quality and content of the magazine 
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continues to develop and expand. We 
realize that there is a tremendous 
volunteer effort in the production of our 
publication, starting with individual 
members' bird sighting reports. 

Each year, the Society presents a trophy to 
the Photographic Guild of Nova Scotia 
member who wins the competition on bird 
photography. Again this year, Lonis 
Keizer took first place. The slides from 
this competition are donated to our slide 
collection and will be shown at Members' 
Slide Night in January. Thank you to Alan 
Covert for having been our representative 
on the selection panel for the past several 
years. 

Several individuals provide essential links 
to members as well as to the larger 
community. Marie Moverly maintains our 
membership list and provides labels for 
our mailings. Angus Macl..ean has been 
looking after our Computer Bird 
Information line since January, 2000. Joan 
Waldron and Peter Payzant have been 
responsible for answering email requests 
and inquiries. Peter Payzant had looked 
after this on our behalf for many years. 
This task has now been taken over by 
Peter Ackerman, our Secretary, who also 
handles inquiries, redirected from the 
Museum. Peter Payzant has continued to 
be responsible for our web page. These 
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past months, Peter. Payzant, with the 
assistance of Sandra Staples, has worked 
on updating and revamping the web page. 
Blake Maybank is responsible for 
updating our Telephone Bird Information 
line. Thank you to all these members. 

I would like to express our appreciation to 
the . Directors of the Sanctuary and 
Scholarship Trust Fund: Ken Gregoire, 
David Cunie, Shirley Cohrs, and Peter 
Bell for . their involvement on this 
committee. David has also served as Vice 
President of the Executive and has been 
an effective liaison between the two 
committees. 

Also, David Cunie and Judy Tufts should 
be commended for their work in 
coordinating the Christmas Bird Counts 
and the North American Migration 
Counts, respectively. Both these counts 
provide valuable data and also encourage 
the participation of many people who may 
otherwise not be exposed to birds and 
birding, and therefore help educate and 
provide awareness. 

Sadly, our Honorary Auditor, Mr. Jam.es 
Morrow, died this past year. He was a 
charter member and had served the 
Society for many years as its Auditor, a 
post he still held at the time of his death. 
Harold Forsyth, also one of our members, 

Sanctuary and Scholarship Trust Fund 
200 I Annual Report 
By Ken Gregoire • Chairperson 
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has kindly agreed to take on this role on 
the Society's behalf. 

I would like to express our sincere 
appreciation to our Honorary Solicitor, 
Mr. Tony Robinson. His help will no 
doubt be needed again as we finalize an 
advertising policy in the near future. 

Many thanks to Chris Field for facilitating 
our meetings, Ralph MacLean for carving 
the Puffin of the Year Award, Joan 
Waldron and Sterling Levy for organizing 
our slide collection, Peter Leblanc for 
looking after our mailings, Sylvia 
Fullerton for chairing the Nominating 
Committee, Inez Roberts and her helpers 
for providing refreshments at our 
meetings, and Doug Roy and Eileen 
Billington for organizing tonight's Wine 
and Cheese. 

I would personally like to take this 
opportunity to express my appreciation to 
the members of the Executive for their 
dedication and for their support over the 
past year: David Currie, Peter Ackerman, 
Bernice Moores, Mary McLaren, Peter 
Richard, Barbara Hinds, Joan Czapalay, 
Randy Lauff, and Sterling Levy. I have 
very much enjoyed these past four years 
as President and look forward to 
supporting our new President and the 
Executive in my role as Past President. 3l 

One is pleased to report that Indian and Hertford Islands had another great summer. It was with great foresight that members 
purchased these islands. The Society would have little hope of acquiring these resources in today's market. Indian Island's 
saving grace is its position and treacherous shoreline which reduces the human disturbance. Hertford had a great year with the 
Puffins staying later and the Eagles being less of a problem. 

We contributed $500 to the IBA Cape Sable Island project. Again we donated to Judy Tufts and the North American Migration 
Count. 

One major project was the $5,200 bridge financing we provided to the Piping Plover project. This funding was crucial to get the 
project up and running until money anived from the Canadian Wildlife Service. 

As in past years the SSTF welcomes members ideas on sustainable projects as it will be volunteers and private funds that will 
result in successful projects. · 

In closing I would like to thank our directors for their efforts during the year. n 
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Book Review 

By J. Shirley Cohrs 

Puffin's Homecoming 
Darice Bailer, illustrated by Katie Lee. - 31 pages 
Trudy Corporation and Smithsonian Institution 
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It is some years since I had an interest in books for small children and when, on behalf of my two young grandchildren, I 
renewed my interest in the genre, I turned first to books about natural history, especially birds. What I found was not 
encouraging - there were dozens to peruse but in the main they were inaccurate, awash in a sea of anthropomorphism, or just 
plain silly with sloppily executed illustrations in violent primary colours. 

It. was a refreshing surprise to turn up Puffin's Homecoming. It seemed an exception to all of the· above. The story is simple -
Puffin returning to his burrow on a rocky island to meet his mate and raise a single chick before returning to the ocean until the 
next spring should call him back to his island. 

Scientifically, it is accurate as one would expect with the Smithsonian Institution as a co-publisher. Here there is no "Mummy, 
Daddy and baby Puffin", just Puffin, his Mate and Chick. Yet it is not cold - Darice Bailer tells the tale of all the fishing, burrow 
cleaning, "flying underwater" and the development of the chick with a delicate and loving touch. She obviously likes Puffins!!! 

The illustrations, which can make or break a book for the young, are outstanding. Katie Lee's depictions of sea, sky, rocky 
outcroppings and even the inside of the burrow are rendered in soft watercolour. My grandson Joshua particularly likes the 
double page painting of the grown chick launching herself from the edge of the burrow into the sea on a quiet moonlit night. His 
sister Olivia was fascinated by the size and colours of the puffins' bills. 

It is difficult to find anything to criticise here. Perhaps the glossary is a bit condescending • few "readers to the young" need 
definitions of seaweed, beak or herring. 

I was happy to learn that "Puffin" is one of a series: the Smithsonian Wild Heritage Collection, which includes similar treatment 
of many animals from Polar Bears to Grey Wolves. There is one other birdy book listed, Swan Flyway, I have it on order. tt 

NSBS Executive - 2002 

NSBS Executive: (Front) Peter Richard, Gisele d'Entremont , David Currie, Joan Czapalay, Mary McLaren, (Back) Andy 
Hom, Peter Ackerman, Bernice Moores, Barbara Hinds. (Absent) Randy Lauff. [Photo S. Levy] 
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Nova Scotia Bird Society 
Statement of Receipts, Disbursements 

For the year ended September 30, 2001 
(With comparative figures for the year ended September 30, 2000) 

2000/01 1999/00 

Receipts 

Memberships 7,041 6,692 

Sale of publications, etc. 949 343 

Nova Scotia Museum grant 2,000 2,000 

Interest 1,154 984 

Foreign exchange 140 214 

Miscellaneous income 138 

Total receipts 11,284 10,371 

Project revenue 49,690 

Total revenue 60,974 10,371 

Disbursements 

Cost of publications and other items for 
sale 584 
Nova Scotia Birds 4,628 5,781 

Committees 1,358 561 

Printing and stationery 124 64 

Promotion 1,201 912 

Insurance 250 250 

Amortization 144 144 

Miscellaneous expense 123 62 

Disbursements 8,412 7,774 

Project expense 49,690 

Total expense 58,102 7,774 

Excess receipts over disbursements 
2,872 2,597 

A Quarterly Publication of the Nova Scotia Bird Society 
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Nova Scotia Bird Society 
Balance Sheet 

As at September 30, 2001 
(With comparative figures for the year ended September 30, 2000) 

2000/01 

ASSETS 

Current assets 
Bank accounts 9,377 
Term deposits 26,044 
Total cash 35,421 

Accounts receivable 1,280 
Accumulated interest 85 
Prepaid expense 362 

1,727 

Total current assets 37,148 
Fixed assets 
Office equipment 142 
Total assets 37,290 

LIABILITIES 

Current liabilities 
Accounts payable 4,895 
Beach Guardian Program 1,897 
CNF-IBA - Brother's Islands sign 2413 
Total liabilities 9,205 

Reserve 4,100 

Members'equity 
Opening balance 21,113 
Excess receipts over disbursements 2 872 
Total members' equity 23,985 

Liabilities and equity 37,290 

G. d'Entremont, President 
B. Moores, Treasurer 
H. Forsyth, Auditor 
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200 I Editor's Report 
By Randy Lauff 

It's been two years since I became editor of Nova Scotia Birds, and I'm still having fun with the job! 

I would like to thank the team that works with me on this magazine, both permanent members and those who help out in a pinch. 
You make the work on Nova Scotia Birds much more easy than I ever anticipated, and if you were salaried staff, you'd all get a 
raise this year! 

We started including book reports as a regular feature of Nova Scotia Birds just over a year ago. Even though the reports are 
well received, I find that requests for doing the reports has not kept up with the number of books on my shelf. In other words, we 
need more reviewers! Please have another look at the list of books in the most recent edition ( due to arrive in your mailboxes in 
a few short days) to see if there's a book you'd like to review. 

Our first theme issue, which addressed bird houses, was well received by readers. I was particularly happy that some of the 
articles were authored by first-time contributors. There is another theme issue in the works, due out early next year. Please let 
me know if there is a theme you would like to see addressed. 

I have received feedback from a small number of readers regarding different aspects of the magazine. I have shared this 
feedback with my editorial team, and when necessary, discussed comments with the executive as well. Never hesitate to send 
feedback, this is after all, your magazine. l'J'. 

Editor's update: This report was written for the October AGM. Since then, many books have in fact, been reviewed and will 
appear in upcoming issues. The more attenuated list appears below. 

New Books 
The Nova Scotia Bird Society occasionally receives books from publishers for review purposes. We require a review of about a 
few hundred words (or less for smaller books) which will be printed in Nova Scotia Birds; the reviewer gets to keep the book (i. 
e. the only cost to the reviewer is the written review). Reviewers should have some experience in the topic of the book so a 
critical review can be written; children's books should be reviewed in conjunction with a child. Reviewers should be able to 
write clearly and concisely and must be current members of the Nova Scotia Bird Society. 

The following books are available for review. The review is due one month after receiving the book and will be subject to 
editing. 

The FeederWatcher's Guide to Bird Feeding by M.A. 
Barker and J. Griggs. Harper Collins. 

Exploring Alaska's Birds. Ed. P. Rennick. Alaska 
Geographic Society. 

Watching Birds - Reflections on the wing by A. Taylor. 
Rocky Mountain Press. 

Hawks of North America by W.S. Clark and B.K. Wheeler. 
Houghton Mifflin 

Raven's End A Tale from the Canadian Rockies. by B. 
Gadd. McLelland and Stewart. 

Common Birds and Their Songs by L. Elliott, M. Read. 
Book and CD. Houghton Mifflin. 

Given the great discrepancy in communication speeds of the postal service and email, all replies will be pooled for three weeks 
after delivery of this issue of Nova Scotia Birds. A lottery system will be used to choose the books' recipients if necessary. 

If you are interested please contact: 
Randy F. Lauff 
Editor, NS Birds 
Biology Department 
St. Francis Xavier University 
Antigonosh, NS B2G2W5 
rlauff@stfx.ca 

A Quanerly Publication of the Nova Scotia Bird Society 
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Fri. 17 May 2002 to Mon. 20 May 2002. - Bon Portage Island 

Leader: Claire Diggins 825-6152 

Pre-Registration is necessary! 
Depart late afternoon or early evening on Friday from Prospect 
Point Wharf, Shelburne Co. Bring food, drinking water, warm 
clothing and footwear suitable for rough (sometimes wet) 
terrain, a flashlight, mattress, sheet, and sleeping bag. Carry 
gear in waterproof bags or containers. Field guides are 
available on the island, as are cooking pans, dishes, and 
utensils. There is a charge of $45 for NSBS members for three 
nights accommodation, as well as a boat trip donation. 

Thu. 23 May 2002. - Regular Meeting 
NSMNH, Summer St., Halifax, 7:30 p.m. 
"Fall in Veracruz - a Mex-Eco Adventure." Guest speaker: 
Richard Stem 

Sat. 25 May 2002. - Woods and Marshlands: Annapolis 
Royal/Belleisle 
Leader: Sharon Hawboldt (902) 665-4105. 
Email: s.hawboldt@ns.sympatico.ca 

Meet at the Tidal Power parking lot at 7 :30 a.m. to bird the 
Annapolis area in the morning, have lunch at my place in 
Belleisle, and hike the marsh at Belleisle in the afternoon. 
Anyone wishing to come for the afternoon only could meet the 
group in the parking lot at the Belleisle Marsh. Bring lunch, 
fly repellent, and wear appropriate footwear. 

Sun. 26 May 2002. - Shubenacadie Area. 
Leader: Roslyn McPhee (902) 758-3265. 

Meet at Miller's Restaurant in Shubenacadie at 7 a.m. Bring a 
lunch and insect repellent. Warblers and woodpeckers are 
common on this trip. 

Sat. 08 Jun. 2002. - Canso and Area. 
Leaders: Randy Lau.ff (902) 867-2471 rlauff@stfx.ca and 
Steve Bushell. 

Meet at 7:30 at the Chapel Gully Trail pamng lot. Directions: 
Come down Main St. in Canso to the old post office, look for 
the sign indicating the Chapel Gully Trail, turn right onto 
Union St., pass the marina and take the next right onto 
Wilmot. The parking lot is at the top of the hill. We will be 
surveying a number of habitats, and there will be some 
moderate terrain to walk to get to the barrens. Rain date Sun 
09 Jun 2002. n 

Cats and Their Impact Upon the Environment 
By Shirley Anne McCormick Co-ordinator, Cats In Kennels Program 

Many environmentalists, as well as cat owners, are not aware of the environmental impact of domestic cats upon wildlife 
populations. In Canada, five million pet cats kill about 140 million birds and small mammals each year. The United States has 66 
million pet cats, more than double the number from 1970, and 40 million feral (wild) cats, all of which nation-wide kill a billion 
small mammals and as many birds in a year. Very few animals survive cat attacks. Of the many animals maimed and injured 
needlessly by free roaming cats, few survive as witnessed by wildlife rehabilitation centres (there is about a 20 % survival rate). 
It is time that we as a society accept our responsibility for our pets and their environmental impact, as well as their own 
protection. 

Most cat owners believe they are being good to their pets when they let them loose outside, unaware of the dangers that befall 
them. The reality is, however, that cats allowed to roam live on average five years versus close to twenty years for cats kept 
indoors or in a safe, enclosed outdoor kennel. Loose cats are exposed to dangers like vehicles, dogs, poisons, human abuse and 
predators. Coyotes and owls eat free roaming cats. Cats allowed loose outdoors pick up internal and external parasites or 
diseases, including rabies, from other cats or the animals they kill or are otherwise in contact with. and defecate in sandboxes 
where children play and where the parasites can be passed on (i.e. Toxoplasmosis). They kill new-born and adult birds and other 
animals, and compete with wild animals for food. The months from June through August are particularly destructive when cats 
are let outdoors as most birds are nesting at that time. Canada's biological and humane researchers, organizations and institu1ions 
have been shamefully slow to both undertake research and inform people about this issue. The American Bird Conservancy in the 
U.S. has a nation-wide campaign to educate the public and to initiate responsible cat ownership with their "Cats Indoors!" 
campaign (www.abcbirds.org). The Cats In Kennels Program promotes the philosophy of keeping your cat indoors or in a safe, 
enclosed outdoor kennel, to protect both your cat and wildlife through responsible pet ownership. The website, at http://www3. 
sympatico.ca/samgreen/webcats.html lists many references and provides further information on this issue. 

In nine years, an unspayed cat, along with its offspring, could theoretically produce 11.6 million cats. Cats owners can protect 
their pets and wildlife by providing a safe and pleasant outdoor kennel for them as the only time they are allowed outdoors, not 
expose them to danger and illness, not introduce them as unnatural predators in the environment when our wildlife and birds are 
already faced with the destructive forces of habitat loss. Many cat breeders and people concerned about their pets and wildlife 
keep their cats in kennels, which can be as varied and elaborate as your imagination will allow. All pet cats deserve the same 
protection, as do our wildlife. Millions of animals killed each year unnecessarily because our culture does not recognize the 
environmental impact of domestic cats. The data exist, and have existed for years. It is time to change our attitudes, and to 
acknowledge our responsibility to the environment, wildlife, and to our pets. 1l 



Upcoming Events • Field trips are open to non-members as well as members. Please phone or email the field trip leader or contact person ahead of 
· time to register for the trip and obtain further information (e.g. directions). In this way no trip is oversubscribed, and you can be 
contacted in case of cancellation. Field trips range from early morning warbler walks to all day outings, to overnight expeditions 
to offshore islands. The area code for N.S. is 902. NSMNH = The Nova Scotia Museum of Natural History, 1747 Summer St., 
Halifax. 

Ideas and suggestions for future trips are welcome. You do not need to be an expert to lead a field trip, and the trip does not need 
to last all day; you just need to share your favourite birding spots. Any questions, comments or suggestions should be directed tci 
the Events Editor, Peter Richard 463-5612. Email: prichard@ns.sympatico.ca 

Thu. 28 Mar. 2002. - Regular Meeting 
NSMNH, Summer St., Halifax, 7:30 p.m. 

"Humboldt penguins: diving behaviour and male nest 
intruders" Sabrina Taylor, Co-ordinator, Herpetofaunal Atlas 
of Nova Scotia 

Sat. 30 Mar. 2002. - Baccaro and Blanche Peninsula. 
Leader: Donna Ensor 875-4269.Email:ensorg@auracom.com 

Early Spring birding with Donna. Rarities have shown up here 
quite often at this time of year. Dress warmly and bring a 
lunch. Meet at 8:00 a.m. at the parking lot opposite the exit to 
Port Clyde. Rain date: Sunday, 31 Mar. 

Sat. 13 Apr. 2002. - Martinique Beach. 
Leader: Ian McLaren 429-7024. Email: iamclar@is.dal.ca 

Meet at 8:00 a.m. at Scotia Bank parking lot, Bridge Plaza, 
Dartmouth. Look for early migrants as well as possible 
rarities. Bring a lunch. 

Thu. 25 Apr. 2002. - Regular Meeting 

NSMNH, Summer St., Halifax, 7:30 p.m. 

Sun. 28 Apr. 2002. - Wolfville Area 
Leader: Jim Wolford 542-7650 
Email: jww.triv@ns.sympatico.ca 

Pond hopping for ducks and early migrants. Meet at the Robie 
Tufts Nature Centre, Front St., Wolfville, at 10 a.m. This will 
be a joint field trip with the Blomidon Naturalists Society. No 
registration necessary. Bring a lunch. 

Sat. 04 May 2002. - Spring Meeting in Amherst 

Spring Meeting in Salon A at the W andlyn Inn in Amherst, 
8:00p.m. 

Guest Speaker: Kate Bredin, Biologist with the Atlantic 
Canada Conservation Data Centre, located at Mount Allison 
University. Kate will speak about the CDC with emphasis on 
the data set for Nova Scotia birds (endangered species). 

Sun. 05 May 2002. - Amherst Point Bird Sanctuary 
Leader: Al Smith (506) 536-0164 Email: alsmith@nbnet.nb.ca 

Meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Amherst Point Bird Sanctuary parking 
lot. Folks should bring a lunch - we will spend the morning in 
the Sanctuary, return to the parking lot for lunch and after 
lunch walk down to the edge of the John Lusby Salt Marsh and 
finish by 2 p.m. 

Sat.4 May 2002. - Cape Sable Island. 
Leader: M_urray Newell 745-3340. Email: murcar@klis.com 

Meet at. the Tim Horton's in Barrington Passage at 8:00 a.m. 
Murray Newell will lead a field trip birding Cape Sable Island 
for migrants. Bring proper footwear and a lunch if you wish. 

Sat. 11 May 2002. - North American Migration Count. 
JudyTufts 542-7800. Email: tandove@ns.sympatico.ca 
See information elsewhere in this issue. 

Wed. 15 May 2002. - Halifax Country Early Morning 
Warbler Walk 
Leader: Fred Dobson 852-3042 Email: aseas@hfx.eastlink.ca 

Pre-Registration is necessary! 

Meet at 6:00 a.m. at the parking lot at the junction of Prospect 
Rd. Rte. 333 and St. Margaret's Bay Rd. Duration 2 to 3 
hours. Waterproof footwear and fly repellent are 
recommended. Please register in advance since the date of the 
walk is subject to change. 

Sat. 18 May 2002. - Amherst Point Bird Sanctuary. 
Leader: Terry Paquet 452-3622. 
Email terrypaquet@hotmail.com 

Meet at 8:00 a.m. at the APBS parking lot. Take exit 3 from 
the TCH 104 at the Wandlyn Inn and proceed a few km toward 
Nappan. The entrance is on the left. Wear appropriate 
footwear for wet conditions and bring a lunch. Storm date will 
be Sun 19May 2001. 

( Continued on inside back cover) 


